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A. TkiE CL:;A¥AGA 03* RADIOALS mmmilSMClO. 
OHGAilOLEAD w A STUDi OF fll!3 iria.lTIYE 
LABILIIIISS OF OHGiiHIC  ^iCALS 
IMTliODUGTION 
Many reactions have been used to determine the relative 
negativity or Isibllity of organic radicals. Lability or 
negativity series of radicals based on these various reac­
tions are not always in agreeaent an€ quite often agree only 
in a general way. fhis is to be expected when w© ecmsider 
the many factors such as experimental conditions, reagents 
and the intra-moleeular forces that may inflnence the results 
obtained by the various methods, 
ii method based on the preferential cleavage of radicals 
from nnsyimetrical organometallic compounds is perhaps the 
most direct and at the sma© tiiae is, in gsffieral,. the raost 
applicable. The results obtained by this method are apparently 
the same \fhether unsymaetrical inBrcury, tin or lead coiapoundB 
are used. However, the nature of the splitting agent has an 
effect for anomalous results are obtained in the case of the 
benzyl group when halogens are used es the splitting aigent (1). 
This particular anoiaaiy does not occur "^ hen hydrogen chloride 
is used and is probably due to substitution or oxidation which 
il) These results are described in more de.tail with original 
references under "Discussion of the Cleavage Method". 
precedes splittiae'. (Th© cleavage of a few iiaSnRa^  and PbR#* 
ecaapouads •with hydrogen chloride splits off one 3 and oa« B* 
group when 1 and H®" are of nearly the saiae negativity.) 
Because of this abnormal behavior of haloe;eiis, the present 
study of the cleavag© of unsyimetpioal orgaaolead coxapoonds 
containing unsaturated radicals has been carried out using 
hydrogen chloride as the splitting agent. 
Ixeaninatioa of the results of cleavage of orcanie radicals 
from misyiraaetrical organoiaetallic compounds has shown thet the 
group or groups reiaoved first are those T/hich are generally 
considered the most negative or labile. 
Thus eroiriatic I'adicals are split off before aliphatic 
radicals. The position that aliphatic unsaturated radicals will 
occupy in the general lability series (aromatic, aliphatic, 
unsaturated aliphatic) is not known (2), It m'as pointed out 
many years ago, however, that the negativity of radicals 
(hydrocarbon radicals containing other elements as substituents 
for the most part) was directly depmdent on their degree of 
unsaturation (3). 
In a study of the preferential cleavage of some phmyl-
thienyl--, phenyl-furyl- and thienyl-furyl-lead compounds, the 
result of which is published, elsewhere (4), it has been shown 
(2) Austin, J» Am., Chm. Soc,, 3514 (1931), has Bho^ ai that 
triphenyl-allyl«lead is split bjr hydrogen bromide to give 
triphenyl-lead bromide. 
(3) Heinrich, Ber., 668 (1899). 
(4) Oilman and Towne, Hec. trov. chiM., 51, iiov. (1932). 
that tbe relative labilit:/ or neeatlTity of tiiess I'adlctils 
increases in the orfler? phenyl, tlaieiiyl, furyl. It was also 
pointed out that these facts could be correlated wltii tha 
increasing degree of aromatlcity ez'ni'bited by the hydrocarbons 
from which these radicals are derived, that is, benzene, thio-
phene and furan. Since any definition or caasideration of 
aromaticity involves a conception of unsaturated linkages, 
a nuiaber of unsaturated radicals other than aroaatio have been 
studied. 
The present investigation is ooacemcd with the cleavage 
of SOB® ansymfaetrical lead eoEipouads contcining unsaturated 
aliphatic radicals in order to determine to what extent an 
ethylanie double bond and its po-sition with respect to the 
carbon-lead linkage influences the lability or negativity of a 
radical* For this purpose lead compounds containing the allyl-, 
beta-styryl- and (buten-^S-yl)-lead linkage were investigated. 
Tho splitting of triphonyl-allyl-lead, triphenyl-bota-
styryl-^ le.ad and trlphenyl-(buten-5-yl}-lead (5) with hydrogen 
chloride showed that allyl and bata-styryl radicals were re­
moved before phenyl ¥&ile the j>benyl radical is split off before 
the buten-S-yl radical. 
(5} The nanes of these ;aixed organolead compounds may be written 
laore corroctly iflthout hyphens but for the sake of clarity 
they are used to denote a r.ietal-cerbon linka^ 'e when follow­
ing the aarae of a radical., fhtis triphenyl»aliyl-lead is 
usually m'ritteri triphenylallyllead. 
This anomalous clsairage of the allyl radical v/as not 
entirely unexpected^  Ilie extreiae lability- of this tjpe of 
radical is well known, von Bratm and Kohler (6) have pointed 
out th© labile nature of allyl and ciniiaRijrl radicals in tlieir 
week linkages to aitrogen, Qxy{xea and the halogens, Pliyslo-
locieally, conpomias containing these croups boliave quite 
differently frcra conpounds containing the penton-4-3'1 
(0H3»GHGH3CiisCH3-»} fcroup. 'Bie latter are less toxic end: 
beliaTe like compounds ?jith aliphatic substituents while allyl 
and clnnamyl groups increase the toxicity of the corupoBJids, 
The enhanced activity or lability of groups of the allyl 
type is deeiionstratefl by the ready coupling of allyl brcialde 
evideiiced by the difficulty of the Independent preparation of 
allyliaaenesiuia bromide under oitiUnary coriditions (7), by the 
rearraagecient of allyl phenjrl ethers (S), anfl by the rearrange­
ment of cinnaiayl--niaefissium chlorifie (9) and other coiiijouiids 
containiag the allylie system of unsaturation,. ICot as ranch is 
known concerning the beta-styryl radical but its llnkeee 
to halogen is fairly labile since the preparation of betei-stj^ rj'"! 
magnesium bromide involTes considerable coupling unless special 
conditioas are used {10}, 
The results of oleavege of these unsaturated lead eesnpomids 
(6) von Braun aad Kohlar,, Ber,, 79 (1918). 
(7) Giliaan and Mc Glumphy, Bull. soc. chiia., 45. 1328 (19S8), 
is) Claisen and Pietze, Ber., 58, 275 (1925). 
(9) Oilman and Harii'lSj J. ii®, "SEem. Soc., 53, 3541 (1931). 
(10) GlLman and Zoellner, Unpublished work. 
indicata that unsaturated radicals of the etliylenic type are 
iaore labile tlian the plieiiyl radical if the double bond is in 
til© 1,3 or 3,.3 position with respojt to the 1 ead-e€).rbon 
linkage (11). However, if the double boM is in the S,4 
position, as i.s the case ?;ith th© butea~3»yl radical (CiiawCilCiigGils-
the radical is then less labile than th© phenyl radical, that is, 
behaves as a saturated aliphatic radical in cleavage reactions. 
(11) Th© part that the unsaturation of the phenyl group plays 
in lahilising the styryl group can only he detorrained 
by iuTsstigatiag the cleavege of other related unsaturated 
radicals. 
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The most extensive work on the detemination of relative 
aeeativity or latHity of radicals hj the cleavage of organo-
Lietallic eoBipounds is that of Kharasch aiifi QovroTkeTB (12'}. 
Their ¥iork is based on the cleavage of unsySEaetrlcal organo-
mercury cocpoonds hydrogen chlorid© in alcohol solution. 
fhey also check tiieae results by split ting ttie unsyiaEietrieal 
ecMpound with mercuric chloride. 
They state that in unsyi.®i©trical organorr-ercury coiapoimds 
the more electronegative group is split off first by hydrogen 
chloride, These investigators in sttbsequeat work have ocaapiled 
a rather eors::)lete series of radicals in the order of their 
relative electronegativity (13). 
"She splitting action of halogen acids on organotin 
compounds liks\^ ise has shoi®. that the aore negative radical is 
split off first. 
Ladenbnrc~ (14) has shoifn that with hydrochloric acid 
triethyl-phenyl-stanaane yields triethyl-tin chloride and benzene. 
Kipping (15) found that the order of reEioval of f;roiips frcaa 
aizeS stsnnanes was the sari® wiether h© used hydrochloric acid 
(is) Kharasch and Graflin, J. Aia. Cheiiu Soc. , 1948 (1925); 
also see Science, 58, 1510 (192S). 
(13) Kharasch and llarker, J. .yra. Gheia. Soc*48.,. SI30 (1926); 
Kharasch and Heinrauth, J. Chera. iuducation, 5 , 404 (1928); 
J, Chera. JMucation, 8, 170S (1931); 
Kharasch and i-XennerChem, Soc,, 54« 674 (1952).. 
(14) Ladenburc:, Ber., 4, 17 (187l)i Ann. , 159, 251 (1871). 
(15) Kipping, J. Chera, Soc., m, SS65 (19W. 
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or iodine except in the case uf the benzyl radical. The benzyl 
group v^ a.s split off firr^ t^ from triraethyl-benzyl-stamiaiie (16) 
and tri8thyl~ben2;;/-l-stanriane (19/ when halogens Tjere ussd. The 
order was reversed Tilth hydrochloric acid, ethyl end diethyl 
groups being removed before the benzyl group. 
Thus it is seen that the bciiizyl radical appears to be less 
negative than ethyl and methyl radicals when hydrogen chloride 
Is the splitting agent and more negative when ht-logens are used. 
With this exception the series of labilities or negativIties of 
radicals does not vary with the splitting agent ussd. Possibly 
the halogens are substituted in the benzyl radical or as 
Kharasoh ana x-'lenner (13) point out the halogens may cause 
oxidation to take place. The investigators 'who have used the 
halogens as splitting agents find the splitting products to be 
a mixture of benzyl broiaide and trimethyl-tin brosiid© as deter­
mined by boiling point and molecular rieigiit deterraiii&tions. 
Toluene Tjaa not identified in reaction with Lydrogen ciiloride. 
Ballard and xiolden (18) found that with unsyimietrical 
staniianes of the type, HjjJnHa, hydrogen chloride roiaoved one 
ethyl and one methyl group from dimeth^ rl-diethyl-stannane 
rather than two methyl groups. Likewise di©thyl-di-a-propyl-
stannane lost one ethyl and one propyl group, fhosa worhars 
used dry hydrogen chloride on the pure stannane at x*elatively 
(l6j Kraus, 0, A, and Bullard, haa. 3oo«, _^ ,2135 119S5). 
(l7) Kipping and Smith, J, Chem. ace., 101. 3552 (1912). 
(16) Bullard and liolden, J. Ohmn, Jioc.,. 3150 (1931). 
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tiigti temperatures arid it would be interosting to fcaow iriietiier 
the order of cleavage Is changed \»y the use of a solvaat# 
In this oamection the cleairage of diphenyl-di-biplisnyl-
lead is described, Tiie results show that about 52/S of the 
a*?ailal3le bipheayl radicals are split off to fom dipiiai^ '-l. 
The mixture of organolead diohlorldes, obtained bj splitting, 
when treated wife phenji'laagnesiuEi bromide yielded a ailxtur© 
of phenyl-biphenyl-lead eorapounds from which was isolated 
11,63/S Of pure tetraphenyl-lead* 'iMs shows that the splittijig 
doss not in¥olTe solely the claairag© of one phenyl and one 
bipheayl radical from each molecule of diphenyl-di-biphenyl-lead, 
llie splitting action of halogen acids on unsjfiametrlcal 
organolead compounds has been investigated by various rkers. 
fhe work of Oilman and Jone^  119] on the splitting of soBie 
pheayl-alphe-aaphthyl- and pheayl-beazyl-lead caapounds showed 
the order of increasing lability or negativity of these radicals 
to be5 benzyl, pheayl, alpha-iiaphthyl. fhe reaction was 
carried out in chloroform when HgPbfl^  compounds were split and 
in benzene tn the case of RgPbRg^  cosipounds; the latter reaction 
was q.uantitative. Their work shows the cleavage of unsymsietrical 
organolead compounds to be a satisfactory method for the detsr-*-
sinatioii of the relative lability ©r negativity of organic 
radicals* 
il9} Joaes, H, L,, The Kelative Labilities of Radicals attached 
to Lead in Organolead Corapoujids. Unpublished Thesis, 
Iowa State College, iaaes, Iowa, 19E9* 
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MBller and Pfeiffer (20) found that h^ rdrogen chloride 
preferentially removed aryl before alkyl groups in uasyiaiaebrical 
alkyl-aryl-lead compounds, Goddard and Goddard (21) confirmed 
this result by splitting similar coapounds with tliallic chloride. 
Grtittiier (22) split diphenyl-dioyclohexyl-lead with hydrogen 
chloride and hydrogen broraide and obtained dicyclohexyl-lead 
dihalides. 
Likewise Hurd and ..ustin (E3) and Austin (24) using a 
variety of unsjamaetrical oreanolead ccrapounds have sho^ m that 
concentrated mineral acids (HBr, HCl and lIIIOs) remove aryl 
before alkyl groups. They point out that the group having the 
greatest electron attraction is the controlling factor in split­
ting reactionsJ predominating the influence of the relative 
number of R and It' groups present in a le&d molecule, Thus, 
x^ ith tri-o-tolyl-phenyl-lead and triethyl-^ henyl-lead the o-tolyl 
and phenyl groups are reciovea first respectively, 
-iince this thesis concerns the action of hydrogen chloride 
on organolead compounds, a revie?-? of the action of the halogens 
on organoiaotallic corapounds "flould be out of place but for the 
fact that a negativity series of radicals based on the split­
ting action of either reacent is almost identical. 
(20) iailer and i^ feiffer, Ber., 2441 (1916). 
(21) Goddard and Goddard, J, Gheia, aoc., 131. 462 (1922). 
(22) Grlittner, Ber., 47, S257 (1914). 
(23) Hurd and .iustin,""3", Chera. Soc,, 53, 1543 (1931), 
(24) Austin, 3. iia. Ohe-ri. ooc., 1548 TT931). 
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AS point ad out by i'diarasoli and Fleimer (13) these two 
series of radicals differ only ffhen two radieals ara of 
nearly tlie aane iise-atlvity or oxidation and substitution 
reaotioas of tb© fitalogeiis eoae into play. 
In a ootapreheasiTe stiidj of the actions of lialogjeas on 
orgaaolead oaniponiKis, G-rtttner aat Ktbub® aiid their coworkers 
aat others iiaTe Armm the folloiring: eoacliisions regarding the 
reiatlv© ease of splitting of irarious groups: 
1* The liglitest group is raiaoved first from laisod alkyl 
lead s^ poimcls If in primary attaolira©at to lea4, A seeoadary 
grotip is rmaoT©^  Bior© readily %hm a primary grotip (SS). 
2» Aryl raiieal-s are roraovofi 'before alkyl in rcii;ea 
aryl-alfeyl*lead cciapotmfls (20, 36), 
3., The heavier aryl group is split off first frora missed 
aryllsad eaapouads (S7). 
4* Tt& group of wMeh ther© is the largest irambor is 
remoTe-a first from as organoloa-d eaapoimd (28, 29). 
5» %© sleetron attraotlori or negativity or lability of a 
grotip has laore influen©© than the relative n«r.iber of B aa4 R* 
groaps present in an organolsad eorapomd (S3, 24). 
fhese coiiolusloas require emuinatioa in view of laore 
recent iOTestigations. Conclusion one and two hoM as stated 
(55) arattner and Krause, 3er., 50, 302, S78 (1917). 
(56) Grattaer €md Ortttaer, Ber../ 51. 1294 (1918). 
is?) Krause and SehlSttiSi Ber., 58,. 427 (19S5). 
iz&) Grfittiier and Erause, Ber., ^ TT 112-5 (1916). 
(29) Calingasrt, Ghaa. Beirief/s, ^  43 (1925), 
15 -
in all kaown oases. The conclusion that the heavier aj?yl 
radical is split off first from aixed aryl-lead eompounds 
neets aodifleation. It \fas, no doubt, a iaa,tter of clianea tliat, 
in the mixed arjl-laad compoarids on ifhioh this eoiiclusioa was 
based, these coiapounds all possessed more negatiT© groups 
T/hieh at the same time were heaTisr than Itie phenyl or other 
radical to which they were ooapared* Sie furyl radical is an 
arjl group which is li^ .ter than phenyl and it w&s shoum to 
be more negatiTe than the phenyl radical {4}. Likewise it is 
also lighter and at the Baxie time sore negatiire then the 
thienyl radical. 
8 workers who originally famulate4 conelusion tour 
were wording with Eilxed alkyllead compomids and here agalE 
it was a matter of ehanee more than anything else that the 
coaiiounds under consideration were so constituted as to lead 
to this conclusion* However, Griittner end Krause (28) point 
out an eseeption in the ease of triethyl-methyl-lead ®h©re It 
is the loae methyl group rather than one of the ttiree ethyl 
grouiis that is split off,. la most eases it has been oti er 
writers and fforkers f#ho have applied this conclusion when 
speaking of the arociatic series. 
Conelusion five is undoubtedly true in all caees. 
The above conclusions for the splitting action of haloceas 
and halogen acids on mixed pluabanes are also valid for mixed 
stannanes as sho?m by various investigators (14, 15, 16, 17, 30). 
16 
In addition to the halogfin aeias and lialogens, Eiercurle 
0lilo.riie (31), thallle cliloriiSe (16) ena silver nitrate (32) 
haf© been used as splitting agenta foi- orgaaoleaA oorripoimfis,. 
This TBVi&w of the sialitting action of li^ drogen ciilort^ e 
and halogens on tfae raised organometallie coapouMs of aei^ ury, 
tin and lead is sufficient to show tliat the preferential split­
ting of groups from sueli eompouafis preseEits difficulties that 
a-tist not be overlooked if eori©lusloa© drawn from ezperi^ aatal 
¥;ork ere to b© valid* In the fixist plaae, %ti.& splitting action 
must be as nearly q^ uaatitative as possible and tSie products 
reoGvered quantitativel^ r in order to elimiaate tlie possibility 
tkat secoiidarj splitting reactioas tak© place ooiicurreiitly with, 
tke aala resetioa, Seeoai-ly, t&© splittlag action must aot be 
preceded by subotitatioa or other reaetioas so tliat it rmj b© 
certain that the group split off is the group originally attached 
to t!i© metal,. Ibe qiiaatitative recovery anfi identification of 
the splitting products will detersiin© tJais satisfacto,rily. 'fh© 
third point, that'we are dealing with pur© organoraetallic corn-
pounds., must ba determined with all the eare that is requisite 
of anj eoffli3oimd to be used in a series of oritical che2iioal 
reactions. 
(30) G-rfittner aad ICrause, Ber., 50.«. 1802 (1917) j Bullard aufi 
HoMnson, J, ija. Chea. Soe., 1S72 (1927.i;Ballard 
and Tingse, 3, ilm., Chea, Soc ., 51., 893 (19291 j Bullard, 
J. Am, Ch®a. Soc., S065' (iSlS"}. 
(Sl) Challenger, J,-Cheia. Soc., 125, 864 (19S4); Goddard, J. 
Cheia. Soc., .m, 975 (192277" 
(32) Krause and Sshinitz, Ber., 5S, 2150 (1919). 
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DISCUSSION OF BSiiDLTS 
Ih® treatment of triphenyl-beta-styiyl-lead and. triphoiiyl-
alljl-lead with 6.ir/ hydrogen eMoride in chloroform solution 
oaused the cleaTaga of th© uiisatu3?sted group fomiag styrene 
ana propylene* The other pB^ducts of the splitting were 
soluble triphsttyl-'lead chloride and insoluble dipheiiyl-leaS 
diehloride* The latter is always fomed when an RsFbR* eos-
pouBd is split ?fith hydrogen chloride unless the roaction is 
stopped before all of tfes original corapousi has been split, 
fhe reactions in¥ol'?eA are as followss 
CGftHg)3pbCH»CHG.6Hs t HCl-^ (G^lig},s?bCl -J- CH-gwCfiC^Hs . I 
iC^HaJaPbCHssCHCeEs+SHOl ^ (G«Ba,} gPbCla+CHis-CHGelis+Cea.^ . II 
(G«Hs)aPbCH8CH«CHs + EGl—^ (C,Eg)sPbCl • CHsGH^CEa . • III 
{O^ lla} 3pbCH8eE«iCE.s^ .^Cl—> CG.,Hs) aPbGls+GHa.GH»CHs*G»H# ... lY 
Styrene and propylene haire been identified and the tri-
phmyl-laad chloride and diphenyl^lead dichloride have been 
recovered end identified in practically quantitative yields, 
The cleavage of trlphenyl-(baten-S-yl)-lead did not split off 
the uasatureted fsroup first but gave diphenyl-butenyl-lead, 
ph©nyl-»butenyl-lead dichlorid© and benzene according to ttt© 
following reeiotioas; 
iOeiie) gPbCiiaCEaCil-GIls-s-HCl-^  (CsHg} g (GHs«CECHsGHg iPbOl+GgHfi ¥ 
(C»a8)sPbCHgCHgCii=0Hg-fr2HCl-^  ( C«Hg ) (CHgeGHCKgCHaJPbClg+SGaHc , . ¥I 
Ho ©TTidence of "butylene was obtaiaefi in tiiis splitting 
reaction aad benzene was identified in 41p yield, Diplienyl-
buteajl-lead ehloride vms identified by eonversion to triplieayl* 
butenyl-lead with phenyliaagiiesium bromide, Phenyl-butenyl-lead 
diciiloride is apparently unstable and m analysis was found to 
lia¥e lost Its oreanio constituents leaving inorganie lead 
ehloride. 
Tliese rasnlts indicate that an unsaturated radical is 
more labile or negative tlian s phenyl radical if tlie double bond 
is in tile 1,.2 or 2,,3 poaition from tiie oarbon-lead linkage but 
less labile or more like an alli>hatiG radical if the double 
bond is farther removed from the carbon»lead linkag®. 
in addition to t!ie cleavage reaction several otiier eiiara-e-
teristios sucli as physiological iji^ x^ erties (6), coupling reac­
tions (7,. 10) and rearrangements (8, 9) were mentioned in tlie 
Introduction as distinguishing factors betife©n allyl and beta-
styryl groups on the one hand and buten-S-yl and pent8n-4*yl 
groups on the other. 
fills would indicate that, in general, ethylene and propyl­
ene radicals and their derivatives are laore labile or negative 
radicals_ than phenyl while buten-3*yl, penten~4-yl and higher 
homologous misaturated radicals are less labile or negative than 
the phenyl ensup, 
1?hese facts go to show that in unsaturated conpotinds the 
It • 
lability of tlie .^^ o^up and ito cheiriicel properties are n.ot 
depenaeat on the presance of tlie double bond, but on the 
positioa tMt the double bond oecupies ?atli respect to tlia rest 
of til© molecule, 
'Bie cleavage of diplienyl-di-biplienyl-lead gave anomalous 
results iadisatiag tliat cleavage proceeds in a heterogeneous 
maaaer and undoubtedly means that tliere Is very little differ-
erice in the relativ© lability of phenyl and bipheayl groups. 
Stie isolation of llf& of pura tetraphenyl-lead wlaen the 
mixture of pheayl^ blplienyl-lead diehlorides resulting frcm 
cle8,vage vtas treated with phsayliaagaesium bromide precluded the 
possibility of the sole cleavage of one phenyl and one bixahonyl 
racileal from each moleeule of {iiphenyl»di»bipheayl-l©ad. 
This reaction is deseribed and explained in laore detail 
la the Ssperiraental Part., 
#"5 r\ 
iipparat-us and Procetture 
She various Grlgjiard reagents incldentEi to tJie prepara­
tion of tPlphonyl-beta-styryl-^ -ieaS, triphcsnyl-ailyl-leaa, 
triph.0iiyl-butenyl-lead, and diph©nyl-dl-tslplieiiy 1-i©ad 'sere 
prepared as follows; 
5he magncsiirm, contained in a tliree-neck, round botton 
flask of appropriate siae and equipped witli a refluz condenser 
and iKercury-seal, mechanical stirrer, was eoirered filth ether 
and 30*.40 drops of the halide added. The ether was refluxed 
gently,: aad if rea-etion did not start ia a few lainutes, a 
crystal of iodine i?as add®d.. As soon as reaction stai-ted, 
the rQEiainder of the hallde dissolved in about 6.0 raoles of 
©ther was thea added dropwise at such a rat© as to cause gentl© 
refluxlng. /i.ft£:-r all the halide had been added, ttoe rsaotioa 
was stirred and heated for fifteen te "Siipty minutes. 
The G-ripiard reeraat ¥/as then decanted in a dry nitrogen 
afeiosphere from siceess magnesium and aliquot.s wer© titrated {33)« 
Th« Orignard reagent in slight excess was then added froa a 
dropping funnel to an ether suspension of the appropriate 
organolead halide contained in a flask eouipped as described 
above. In a few cases the organolead halide was added to tii© 
Grignard reagentf these cases will be montioned in the 
(33) Oilman, WilJclnson, Fish el and Meyers, J. M., Cho®. Soc#,.. 
45. 150 {19S3). oe© also Gilraaa, Zoellnt;:.; and Dickey, 
ibid., 51, 1576 (1939). 
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detailsa ...amount of tlie various runs. The reaction Mixture 
was then hydiolysed toy pourlne into ioisd aiaCionluEi chlorifie 
solution and worked up in the customary manner. 
In tliG preparation of triphenyl'-all7l--»leeia, trlphenyl-
beta-styryl-lead and diphaayl-di«toipiioayl-lead tlie lialides 
for preparing the Grignard reagents were directly availablo, 
and the lead eoiapounds vmve pr0j>ar0d according to the follo\?-
ing reactions; 
CC^K,) ,?b01—» {C«E»}8pbCH.Ce»CH. + MgBrCl . fll 
04HgaH»GaMgBr^ (C6Hs)sPb01r—» iOjHg) sFbCH*QHC^ Hs^ -M^ rCl . „ ¥111 
la the preparation of tripiienyl'»(butea-3<-yl)»leacl the 
halide and lead coiapounds were prep.are<i by the following 
series of i-eactionsi 
Ciag«CfiCHgMg3r CH».0 Cgas) » CHs«CHOHaCHa0f.!gBr, o , IX 
Oii3«OEOEaOHaOii + PBr^  (in pyridine}-—> CHs»GHCHgCIigBr , X 
CHa<=€HaHftCK3Br OHa^ CHCnsGHgMgBr XI 
GHg«0nCH3GHaM^ r+(0«Bs)3?bG3^ —CGsHg} ai?bGEsOEaCii»CHa .... XII 
PrsparatioD. of TriyheiiyI~b®ta-"£tyryl*'leGd (10) 
Run I. To a 200 cc, flask vias added 7.3 g. (C.S atoin} of 
SO^ -gOO rsesh magnesium ifith 30 ee* of anhydrous ether, 35 drops 
of beta-styryl broi'iid© and a crystal of iodine# h^e fl8.sk was 
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heated with a raicro burner and reaction appeared to start* fh© 
reriaiafler of tlie 18«2 g, (0,1 raole) of lialide, diluted with 
35 ec, of ether \?as added from a dropplne: fimael over a period 
of two hours,- with gsatle refluxing o^ er a hot plate. A eolor 
test was TieeatiYe |34) so the reactioE had not started in the 
first place. 'Ihe reactloa sixture vms thea heated o¥©r a hot 
plate until reaction began, which was quite violeEt aad the 
solution became dark i-ed in eolor.. i^ ter th© Yigorous reaction 
had subsided,, it vms reflated and stirred for fifteen .rsinutes, 
iifi aTerag© of two titrations indioatsd a 49i81^  yield of 
Grignard prasent (35,1 • 
fourteen and t-wentj-two hundredths graras (0-,0S raole) of 
triphoayl-lead chloride was added to the solution of b©ta-
styryliaagnesiua braaide at one time which caused gentle reflux-
ing. It was then refluxed and stirred for one hour aad hydro-
l.jzed«. More ether wa.s added aad the ether layer filtered 
frcsii 3 g. of insoluble material. This proved to be impure 
tetraphenyl-lead oontaminated i7ith triphenyl-lead chloride. 
The 3 £. of product yielded 1 g* of pur© tetraphenyl-lead, 
a, p. E27-8®, soft SS5®, f/hich did not depress the melting 
point of an authentic specimsn, 
"Bh® ether solution when ?/ashed and dried and the solvent 
distilled off, yielded an. oil sized with a sludge of crystals, 
'fhi s was disBolTed in alcohol and on fllteriag an oil cam© 
iS4) Gilman and Sehulze, J, iWa. Ghea, 3oc»., 2002 (1925), 
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dovm which crystallised over night. 131.6 crude triphenyl-bata-
styrjrl-lead thus obtained ii'/eiehed 5,5 g, (a« p, 74-80°, soft 
6?®}. Reorj'-Btallizatioii from alcohol gave 3 g.« of product that 
melted at 90® to a sludge (clear liquid 110°, soft 8S®). It 
blackened at 150® and deccsaposed wiiai huhhliag at S75®, 
-another crystalllzatioa gave a melting point of 99-100° with 
deeompositioa, soft 96®. 
A lead analysis (S5) was 0,68^5 low showing the sampl® to 
h© impure. 
fhe various mother liquors yielded 4,5 g, of a gumy 
product frora which there was ohtained 1.5 g» of crude tri-
phenyl-beta-styryl-lead, m. p. 100-10**, soft 90®, and 0,S g» 
of 1,4 diphenyl hutadiae, nelting. at 150-1® aad giving no lead 
test. 
Bun 2. To a 500 cc« flask was added 74.6 ,g« (0»6 atora.) of 
30-60 sesh magEesium, 40 cc, of ether, a crystal of iodine and 
S ec, of beta-bromostyrea© (redistilled). Si© reactioa raixture 
was heated several hours without causing roactioa,. even after 
2 cc. more of the halide wa.s added. Over night a hrmn color 
developed and when a few drops of halide were added a vigorous 
reaction ©asued, "Sie remainder of the 36,4 g. (0.2 raole) of 
heta-hroiaostyrene dissolved in 90 cc. of ether was thoa added 
from a dropping funnel over a period of two and oae-quarter 
hours with external heating. 'Qie solution was then deeantod 
(35) Gilman and Rohlnson, J. Imi» Chm. So©., 1714 (19S8). 
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tiirou^ glass wool in a streai;i of try iiitrogeE to rffixov© 
Miagiiesium. fityation ga-y© a 77.30fS yieXd of Grlgaerd, 
To tiie filtered G-rlgnard solution, diluted with 50 cc. of 
ether, was added in sraall portions S8 g» (O.OSOS mole) of 
triphsayl-leaii cliloride over a xaeriod of one hour. Addition 
of th© triphenyl^ lead chlorids ceusod the solution to reflux* 
A final color test indieated only a trace of G-rignard reagent. 
It was then refluxed aM stirx'ed fifteaa ininutss and hydrolyzed. 
An insoluble residue containing same finely divided load i?i-as 
filtered off and weighed g* 
fhe ethar layer was dried and the solTent distilled frcia 
a water bath. Th© residue coasisted of a gusEiiy solid that 
?/as cooled in the ice hox for ssireral days when it becaiae 
more arystalline. These pasty crystals ?fere dried on a porous 
plat© for several d^ s and "feen weighed 25 Recrystallisa-
tion froa ^ 0 ec, of alcohol yielded 12 g, of product, s. p. 
105-7®. Continued cooling of tMs alcohol mother liojior 
yielded 0.5 g» of 1,4 dipheayl butadine, a. p. 147-9®, and 0.9 
g. of an alcohol insoluble product (m. -p, 300-25®, sludg© 150®, 
sinter 140®)• 
fh© yield of fairly pure product, m. p. 100-7® was 12 g. 
or 27.65/S. 
Sevaral recrystallizations of th© 12 g., of crude triphe^ l 
bsta-styryl»lead from alcohol gave 8.2 g-. or 18.89/3 of purs 
product, a. p. 1O7»0»,, and 1 g» of 1,4 diphenyl butadione. 
25 -
a^l. Calcd, for C.^ HaaFbs Pb, 38.26^ . ?ouM: Pb, 
SB,11 and 37.97^ . 
Cleava^ te of TriplieRyl-'beta-^ styryl-lead 
A solution of 5,41 g, (0,01 mole) of tripixenyl-beta-
styryl-load and 150 cc, of dry chlorofona was treatea with, 
dry hydrogen, chloride for forty minutes. Just below the boil­
ing point of cliloroforEL. A precipitate of dipheiiyl-lead 
dieiiloride began to separate from the hot solution at tlie end 
of thirty-five minutes. 
fhs reaction n&s carried out in a 300 cc. Srienraayer 
flask equipped with an inlet tub© for hydrogen oliloride and 
a spiral condenser* The flask coataiaine the solution of 
tripheayl beta-styryl-'laad was swept out with a stream of dry 
nitrogen before paselng in the hydrogen chloride. 
The dlphsnyl*lead dichloride mas filtered from the 
chloroform solution and weighed 0,7. g. (16,,80;€} when oven-
dried, '.•.hen treated ¥/ith phenylmaipiesium bromide it yielded 
0,93 g. of crude tetraphenyl lead (m» p, g2S-30®, soft 215®, 
sinter 190®},. Digestion with hot alcohol yielded 0.72 g. of 
pur© tetraphenyl lead, m« p-. S27~8®, soft 224-6®; a mixed 
melting point with an authentic specimen (m« p. 287-8®, soft 
226®) melted at 227-8®.,. soft 224-6®., This was £in 86,lljC 
yield of pur© tetrepheayl-lead» 
fhe chloroforia solution from ?/hich diphenyl-lead di~ 
chloride had been filtered yielded when distilled, 3.8 g. 
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C80:,1?;S) of trlpiianyl-leaS chloride aftei- digest4oa with 
petroleiM ether. Tho melting point of tiie triplienyl-lead 
chloride waa soft 202-»3°, and a niii^ ed laeltlag point with 
en authsntio speeimen (m, p» .200-6®, soft 20S»3®}: was 20S-3°#. 
soft S00-1®» 
Becrystallization of 3.45 g, of tiie abo¥© tripiienyl-lead 
chloride yisiasd S»2 g. of pure tripheayl-lead chloride, a, p, 
SC^-a^i a mixed asltiag point ifith an aatheatie speciiaen im, 
p. 204-5®) was 205-6°« fhere was also obtained 0*6 g* of ci^ ude 
triphaayl-laad chloride^  m» p. 203-5^ .. 
The total yield of phenyl-lead halidas was 96.37p.. 
The petroleum ether solution ®hieh oontaineii the othea? 
product of cleavage, gtyrene, mas practieally all evaporated 
by suction aad decanted from a small amoimt of solid® i%e 
r«aairiiag solutioa evaporated apoataneosisly and about 0*15 g, 
of aa oraage oolored liquid reaiaiaed ifhich no Icaigsr had the 
odor of petroleuai ether* Two boiliag poiat deterninatioas, 
made- bj eddiag a portioa of the liqiiid_ to a lerg© laalting 
poiat tube and iavertiag ia the larger tub© a siaall melting 
poiat tube, ©are boiliag poiats of 145*^  and 146-7®, respeo-
tiirely. Styrene boils at 146°. Tha boiliag poiat of tolueaa 
made in the saiae maaasr was 111®. Th© styrens beQa-rie turbid 
as the t^ nperature approached its boiliag poiat la ©aeh case. 
It readily dooolorized a solatioa of broaiiaa ia oarboa tetra­
chloride. 
An attempt to prepars dibromostyren® gafe a few crystals 
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bttt not enou^  for e reliable rasltliig point deterxnination. 
Pr-apaygttlon of Tri]jhenyl~all:fl--'lead (3) 
Bun 1. xiia allyliaacnesium byoirdde (7) was made by adding 
twenty di'ops of ailyl brcMide to 14.59 g. (0.6 at CM} of 30 mesh 
maiA^ sium and 50 ec. of ether in a 500 oc, flask. Gentle 
heating sufficed to start the reaction and the reicaiacier of the 
halide, (24.2 g. or 0,2 mole) in 200 cc» of aniiydrous ether was 
added frcan a dropping, funnel over- a period of three hours. The 
reaction raixture was heated fifteen minutes after-sx)ontaiisous 
refluxing ceased. 
l%ie allylaagnssiimi broside solution was decanted in an 
inert ataosphere to a dropping funnel. The Grignard reagent 
was then added dropwise over a psriod of one hour to a suspen­
sion of 16.96 g. (0.04 mole) of triphenyl-lea4 chloride in 
100 cc» of anhydrous ether contained in a 500 co. flask. 
Addition of the ellylaasnesiim bromide .caused gentle refluxing 
and the suspension changed in appearanoe and gradually dissolv­
ed. .'ifter reaction ceased it was refluxed for fifteen, ainutes 
when a color tost for Grignard reagent was positive. 
The reaction mixture was hydrolyzad and the ether layer 
was separated and dried. 'Ihe solvent was distilled from a 
irater bath %'hieh left a liquid ij^ er still containing saae 
ether, ^^ddition of alcohol precipitated the triphenyl-allyl-
lead as a cream irhite, crystalline body, a. p. 72-5®, soft 
Recrystallizat ion from alcohol yielded 13.60 g, of pure 
product, m. p. 74-6®, soft 73o. The mother liquors yielded 
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2.20 g. more of raaterial v/liicli was a total yield of 6E,4SJ^  of 
recrystallisefi product, basse, on trlphenyl-lead ehloride. 
TrlpIienyl-allyl-lQad foims beautiful fluffy crystals having 
a sli^ it lemon yellow color. 
Hun 8,. A crystal of iodine and 30-40 drops of the iialide 
\fsr© added to a suspension of 21,90 g.. (0.,9 aton) of 30-80 
aosh maenesimii in 50 cc. of ether. Tlis reaction started in a 
few minutes vihen ^ mmed and tlie reiriaiader of the halide (36,3 
g, or 0,3 aole total] in 200 ce, of anhydrous ether ¥#£S added 
over a period of tT?o hours, 'ISIQ solution was de)oantea from 
ezeesB aagaesiura. in an inert atmosphore of nitro£;.an and was 
titrated giving a ©OjC yield of urignard. 
To the decanted solution of alljlmagnesiuia, br^ ilae con­
tained in a 500 oc,. flask ?/as addefl 0¥er a period of one hour 
4SI-3 g. (O.lOS sole] of triphonyl-lead ohloricle. It was then 
reflused for about one hour \^ h8n a color test was still 
positive. 
fhe reaction rclzture ?;as hydrolysed and Iflie dried ether 
layer distilled, yielding a cruds white solid. This was 
treated with 50 cc. of alcohol, filtered and Tieahed with 
alcohol and yielded 53,30 g, of dried product raelting eit 
90-1® and decomposing with, blackening at 18S-5<>, i^s is a 
68,10|C j^ ield of crude product based on the triphenyl-lead 
chloride used, Reerystallization from 350 cc. of alcohol 
yielded 27.4 g, of triphenyl-allyl-lead (m. p. which is a 
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56.03JC yield, 
Att^ pted i^ re|>agatioa of Diphenyl-'diallyl*lead 
Allylaa^ esiua chloride was prepared from 2.9,1S g. {1.2 
atoms) of SO raesii magnesium and 30»60 (0.4 mle) of allyl 
clilorids aad 400 cc, of aahydrous ether as follows! 
magEesiuja, contained in a out© liter flas^  ¥ms covered 
witli 50 ec, of ether and 30-40 drop® of t!ie halide were added* 
fhB reaction did aot start when iiijated gently, 1*1 fty more 
drops of halide and a crystal of iodine were added* fii© 
reactioa tlien started irigoroiisly when wa-rraed gently. Bie 
r^ aaiader of the halide in 350 oc, of ether was added dropwise 
oTer a period of oa© hoar at siieh a rats that moderate refluz:-
iag took plaee. It was stirred and refluxed for thirty 
miatites after the additioB of the halide* 
TkQ ether solution of allyliaa@i©siam ohlorid© was siphoned 
fri® magnesiuia iato a dropping fannel and titrated. Titration 
ladieated a 43*90^  ^yield of allylmagnesium ehlorid©. 
%e allyliaa^ esiuii chloride was added dropwise to aa 
ether suspension of 17.S g, (0,04 iaol@) of dipheayl-lead dl-
chloride whieh is 46jC of the theoretical ammat based on the 
titration vain© ahove. After being stirred, the reaction 
still saTe a heavy eolor test and 13.0 g, (0,03 mole) of 
additional diphenyl-lsad dichlorlde ?#as added in small 
portions. A color test was then faint. It was r©fliix®d for 
forty-fiT© minutes and 14i@n stood two hours when a Tery saall 
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amount of deposited lead made the solution appear grey* ;/' 
It was thea Iiydrolyze<i and the ether layer rerao-g-ed and 
dried over soditaa sulfate. 1?h© dried ether solution partially 
siraporated oYer night and deposited a reddish amorphoas solid 
which was extracted with ether in a Soxhlet Extractor for five 
hours. Ivaporatioa of th© ©ther solutions yielded 4#S g. of a 
erystalline pitjduot, which partially melted at to a 
slmdg© that still r^ aaiaed at 160'®^ . fiesrystalHsation froai 
alcohol gave 3#20 g, of triphenyl-allyl-lsad,. a. p* 73-»4®. 
A. mixed melting point with aa authentic speoiiaea showed no 
depression,,, 
sther solution froia which the araorphous solid had 
heeii filtered was treated xfith alcohol.:, hut no precipitate 
formed, The. alcohol-©th©r mixtur© iras concentrated hy suction, 
and yielded liquid and resinous rjortions. liquid hecaia© 
darker and darker, did not solidify and cmtinu^  to deposit 
a resinous.,, araorphous product,. 
"Kie r«aaiader of the liquid and these resinous products 
(8,15 g.,) were diseolved in hensene and treated wife hydrogen 
chloride for an hour* fh© solid product obtained by splitting 
proved to he mostly lead chloride as it dissolved readily in 
asiaonium acetate and gaTe a copious test for lead with potass­
ium dichrcmate, Si© gaseous products frcst this hydrogen 
chlo3dlde treatment mT@ passed throu^  "bromine water,. A brora 
liquid separated out of th© brcaain© water which T/as extracted 
with ether. The dried ether solution on rmoTal of th© solTent 
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yielded a dark brosn oil Tvhich boilad at 13Q-9®* Dibrcffiiopropane 
boils at 141,0®* Tfe© apparatus used for detenririine tiae boiling 
point of this small aiiiount of material is descritied unsier th€ 
splitting of trinhsnjl-bete-styryl-lead. The dibr^ o^propan© did 
B.ot apparently aeeoloriz,© brcaiina water althougli its brown 
color made obserTatisa difficult. 
Apparently- dipbenyl-^ diallyl-lead is unsta'ble and may 
rearrange to give trlphenyl-allyl^ leafi* However, it is possible 
that -Hie diphenyl-lead diehlorid© used was ecMitaminated t^ itli 
same triptienyl-Xead olilorld@5 this is coaceiTabl© considering 
its -aQtboia of preparation. 'Hi© 3#S0 g, of pure tripiienyl-alljl 
lead obtained aboTe is & 9,43^  yield based, on the moles of 
Siphenyl-'lead Aiehloricie used.. It hardly seeras plausible tiiat 
the diplienyl-lead diehloride was eontaialnated to ^ is esctent 
with triphenyl-leacl chloride siae© the formation of RaPbB* has 
not been noticed before in preparing RgPbB.g* coapottn<is, 
PleaTage of !griphenyl•^ allyl-lead 
Run X* In this run triphenyl-leaa chloride ani dipheayl-
lead diclilorid.e were quantitatirelj'- identified as tlie t%f0 
solid products resialtin.g from the cleaTage. 
A solution of 9*58 g, (O.GS mole) of triphenyl-allyl-lead 
dissolfed in 300 cc. of dry chlorofom was placed in a 300 ec. 
Erlenmeyer flask fitted with an inlet tube for hydrogen 
ohlorid© and an air condenser eonnected to three 125 -co, 
Erlenraeyer flasks. Sie first flask w-as ijaraereed in an ice 
bath and the seeond end Itiird contained bromine water. 
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Hydrogen ohloride was passed slowly tlirough tlis soltitlon 
kept at 50-60® for forty-five ainutes wiiea dipii©nyl-I©ad di-
ehloride begaa to precipitate, iifter passing in hydrog^  
chloride for a siiort tine, the "broraine water began to suck 
back indicating l&at it was reacting rapidly witli a gas, A 
fe\y oily drops of liquid separated from tbe brcsaiae water but 
these ?.'8rQ lost is working up, 
i^ lltratioa the eKLorofom solution yielded 1.5 g. 
Ci? •4/S) of dry dipheayl-lead diclilorid©. One and four-tenths 
graias of this dipheajfl-lead diehloride ?/hen treated with 
phensrlisagriesium bromide yielded 1»2 g, of tetraphenyl-laad 
which is ?7.85^  yield* 'I^ © tetraphenyl-lead melted at 228° and 
.showed no depression when a mized liielting point was raad© with 
an aiithaitie specimea, 
Ivaporation of the chloroform solution yielded 7«35 g. of 
dry tripheniyi-iead chloride (m. p. 207-8® with decosipositioD. 
to a solid, soft 304®). A sized melting point with authoitie 
triphenyl-lead chloride (m. p. 206-8®, soft 204® and aecoia-
posing to a solid) mslted at 207®, soft 203*4" and also decoia-
posing to a solid. The ?.35 g. of tripheayl-lead chloride 
\fas a yield. 
Conversion of 4»74 g, (0.01 mole) of this triphenyl-l^ d 
chlorid-e to tetraphenyl-load by treating with phenylmagnesium 
broiaide in ether yielded 4.5 g* of a cruda product ffhich was 
digested with alcohol and then Bielted at 228®, soft 224®, 
This is a 90,91^  yield of tetraphenyl-lead. Crystallization 
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from benzsa© yielded 4-.OS g, of tetrapheayl-leaS, m, p* 228^ , 
which is a 81.65fa yield of recrystallizecl product. A raised 
melting point ?/lt!i an autlientic epeeimen melted, at .sgs"^ , 
*l?he total yield of phenyl-leasl cliloria-es from this 
eleairage of triphenyl-allyl-leafi was 9§<.0SJ:J. 
Rua S» In tills run triphonyl-lead claloilde and dipheayl'^  
lead dichlorlde were rseovered quantitatlTely smd propylm© 
was idsntifis-^  as dibromopropane#. 
A solutioa of 9.59 g, (O.OS mole) of triphenyl-allyl-lead 
aad 350 cc, of dry diloroforai was treated with dry iiyflrogea 
chloride far on© hour at a moderat© rate. toaparature was 
kept Just bslow the l^ oiling point of Ghlorofora throu£^ out the 
reactionl After thirty minutes, insolahle aiphenyl-lead di-
ohlorifle began to preeipltato, 
fha raaotloa was carried out in a 500 GC, Srlemaeyer 
flas^  ©cuipped with an ialet tub® for hydrogea chloride and an 
outlet tabs leading to a eateh hottle and 'Sieiice to two 125 ce, 
Erleimeysr flasks containing hromlne in carbon tetrachlorids. 
At first there was no apisreeiable erridaaee of much absorp­
tion of gas by the broraia® solution but toward the sad of the 
run the bromine solution sucked baek and oventually all siphoned 
baci: iato the sateh bottl©# More broaln© solution 'ms addsd 
to the Srlejameyer flasks and tho stream of hydro^ ien ©hloride 
was replaced by on© of dry nitrogea to reiaoTe all the propylene 
poaslble from the hot solution. 
1?h0 bromine solution was treat-ad with aqueous sodium 
*• 34: * 
blaulfita l;o restEove bromine, dried oirer calcium Ghlorifie aM 
the solvent distilled froB a water "bath. About 5 cc. of 
residua r-erriained wliicli T/aa distilled fron a Glfiisen flask. 
to tares gx'aras of chlorofonn flistilled o\mr first and 
than 1 £# of liquid foiling at lOO-iSO®, The liquid reaainiag 
in tiie flask bailee! at 141-3® and weighed 0,.S8 g,s Dif » 
X•9084J X#S19S» %© physical constants given for 1,2 
<iibrojaopropaa8 are? "b» p.» 141,6®| D®®* 1,9333|, 1.5190. 
The total yield of pure dibroraopropano obtainod frciii tills 
cleavage of ••02 mole of triplionyl-allyl-lead was 0«75 g, or 
lS.56fS, 
The shloroform. solution was filtered frcia iipliaaj-l-lead 
dicklorid© wiiish weighed 1,85 g« CE1,41^ I^), Distillation of the 
chloroforra filtrate yielded ©•O g. {72.367^ ) of dry trlphenyl-
laad ohloride, iii, p» S06-7°,. soft 205°. a jnixed aieltiag point 
witli on authentic speeiraen (ia« p* S06-?'% soft 205®} m*3lted 
at 200-7°, soft 304,5®. 
'flio total yield of phenyl-lead ehlorides obtained in this 
eleairage of triphenyl-allyl-lead was 94#37j3. 
Baas 3... 4« and 5. The results of tliese oleafage runs of 
triplieayl-allyl-lead are sumaariEed in Table I, l^ia procedure 
was the sara© in Hun 1 and 3 except that the gases isere oollectod 
and then analyzed by the explosion raothod. Important details 
of aaoh run are found in footnotes to the tabls, 
Tka results of these explosion analyses ¥iere not aatis-
factory. 'Hiis ra-ay possibl2/ be due to the approicaUle 
solubility of propyleus in water. Hov/ever, in Run 4 Sxplosion 
I and II were made with gas measured over laercury and tlie 
volume of carbon dloxlfio end the contraction obserred were 
not ill the correct ratio according to tti© equation, 
Cn,E « CliCIia *5- 4 1/2 Og —SCOg •«- SHeC , , . . . , . .XIII 
The Toluiiie of cax'bon dioxide according to the equation is 
three and the contraction is two and fiTe-tenths Tolmaes (5,5 
minus SJ far each volmm of propylene burned,- The ratio of 
carbon dioxid© to contraction actually obtained was S Yolumes 
to 2,8 Yolumes* 
The results of explosion of the propylmixtures from 
fimas S, 4 and 5 are tabulated in Table I.I althonrh they ssem 
to have little si^ificanca. Sie values in column ei^t 
represent the Yolnia® of uiisaturated gas exploded as calcnlated 
from the contraction and volmae of carbon dioxide actually 
observed* fee \mliies in coluEm nine represent the number of 
carbon etoms present in en unsaturated gas of the fomnia, 
calcnlatod on tfas basis of the Talues in colism eight. 
In no ease did th© ^ 'olaae of proxjylene measured by 
absorption check t3i.e ralne ealcnlatsd from fee contraction 
and Tolusie of c-erbon diozld© actually ©easured# 
Table I 
CXeavag© of ipheiiyl*-allyl-1 eafl 
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(a) Carboa dioxide was passed tJircu£3i the solution bsfore, during and after cleav­
age Y/ith hydpogeu chloride, The gas was collected oTer potassium hydrox­
ide and on standing the volano of gos increased. I'his may have been due to 
some chloroform that collected in the absorption bulb ovor the mercury# The 
volume of gas collected vma lO&O co* at 86*^  and '?37*8 nsm. I'he vapor prgssuro 
we3 tel'on as one-half that of water. 
(fc) fhis_ product was obtained fro© the bromine water used to determine the per cent 
of propylene present, it raay not be pure dibroraooropane since bromine water 
contains other Gubttanoes than bromina. 
Cc) .A sraall amount of ohloroforRi solution of tripheayl-allyl-Iead was lost in intro-
aucing^ it into the reaction flask, Xhe yield of diphenyl-lead dlohloride 
\S8»19p) indicates 0,009 moles of tr1phonyl-allyl-lead was actually used. 
?he gas was collected over water saturated with hydrogen chloride. 
Tafel© II 
Analysis of Propylene by lixplosioE 
17IeOT^ ^niEpTos^^ri'5o7~^ s$00.propyl*$ Joe. ooa-i sco, Tl-Io. of carbons ia 
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Prepara.tlon of 3uten->i-Ql"4> OHa^CHGHg^HaOIi 
This unsaturated alcohol has been preparsd in small yields 
by Beiajanoff (36) and v.'g^ er (37), Better yields t/ere obtained 
by i^ iriselle (38), .Islinka (39), Grisxhkev^ iteh and Trochiraowski 
(40) and JuTala (41). These latter workers prepared buten-l-ol-
4 by treating xaagnesiuia and trloxyiaethylene with allyl braraide. 
Following the directions of Juvala a 13.7556 yield of crude 
but0n-l-ol-4, b, p. 95-120°, was obtained in a preliminary run 
as follows! 
A solution of 60,5 g. (C.5 mole) of allyl bromide in 50 
cc. of anhydrous ether vias added dropwise over a period of 
tvielve hours to a suspension of 15 g. of t rioxyrnethylene, 
13,4 g, (0.55 atom) of 80 mesh magnesium and 50 cc. of ether 
contained in a 500 cc. flask. The reaction mixture was heated 
and stirred for four and ons-half hours cad then v^ orked up as 
described by Juvala. He obtained a 4=7^ 0 yield of crude product 
in a similar one mole run. 
In a second preliminary run 20 g. of trioxyraethylens when 
heated with 0.5 ISOIQ allylmagnesium brcmide (7) (80p Grignard 
by titration) gave 34,13^ C of crude buten-l-ol-4, b, p. 95-120*'. 
(36) DeiEjanoff, J. Buss. Phys, Chea. See., 346 (1092). 
(37) a^gner, Bar., 2437 (1894). 
(38) Pariselle, Ann. chim. phys., (8), 315 (1911). 
(39) Zelinka, Monatsh., 1507 (1914). 
(40) Grischkewitch and Trochiiaowski, J. Russ. Phys. Chem. 
Soc., 48, 891 (1916). 
(41) Juvala,~Ier., 1989 (1930). 
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"Biis ga'/e 8.9 g. or a 15..45^ yield of buten-l-ol-4, b. p. 
111-iu®, ?/hen dried and redistilled. 
Bun 1. Th& use of gassous fonaaldelayds with allj/lriaeaeslum 
bromirJ.s gaTe 43^^ yield of i?are biiten-i-ol-4 (48). One mole of 
allylinasnesium bromide (titratinr V8f» Grigjiard) wliisli hed been 
decanted. fron rttagTiesitiia was treated irhils stirred witli gaseous, 
foitaaldehyde until a color test was negative. The foraaldshyd© 
'v^ ras prepared (43) by heating 50 g, of triojqmethylsne in a 500 
cc. round bottom flaslc in an oil bath at 180-200®, I'he flask 
was fitted with an inlet tnbe for dry nitrogen and a large 
outlet tube leading to the reaction flask, 
The. reaction nistnre was hydrolyzed by pourin-s into 
eraefced ioe mA then adding an excess of 30^  sulfuric acid. 
The acid layer vfas stasia distilled until SSOO ec, of distillate 
eollected. This distillate was sattirated with potassiim car­
bonate and extracted fotir times with ether, This ether portion 
was ©oabined with the original ether layer and the whole dried 
oirer potassinia carbonate and the solvent distilled from a 
water bsith. The residue was fractionated yielding 3.B g, of 
(4g) Ger. pat..., .554316 (C, A*, 5101 (1938)}» report the 
reaotion oyslEyTene oxide with allylmagnesiiaa brwiide 
but the proeedore appears to be a corabination of the 
Grignard and Barbier reactions* 'fhe reaction of gaseous 
formaldehyde with allylraacnesliaa halides has not bean 
repo.rt.©d| 0iiaan and Soolley obtained a 6Sfi yield of 
buten-i-ol-'4 by this raethod. 
(43) "Organic Syntheses", John Wiley and Sons, Inc..., Kew York, 
193Sj Oollective ¥ol. I, p, iSS, 
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protiuct bolliiif:: below 95^ , 53.18 s» of crude biiteii-l*ol-4 
boiling at 95-125®, and 2.,27 e. of product boiling at 1S5-85®.. 
The 33..18 g. of crude buten-l-ol-A was a 59^  yield based on tiie 
*78% of allylmasaesium bromide actaally present. 
first find second fractions when dried o\-©r bariiiiii 
oxide and again fractionated yieldiae S4.25 g. or -l-S.lSfi of 
butim~l-ol-4 boiling at 111-16®. Share was als-o obtnined 1,1 
g. of product., b, p. 95-111*', 2.1 £* of product, b» p. 116«25®, 
and 2,37 g, of products b,« p. lE5-85° all of wM.0ii were not 
fractioneted agein, 
Treparation of Buten*-g-.Yl'Bgcsalde.. CHa^ 'CglQH.aOHaiBr 
%is hallde was prepared according to the directions of 
Juvela (S8} as followsJ 
A solution of 3.56 g. (0.045 sole) of pyridine fmd 14.4 
(0.2 mole) of buten-l-ol-4 I'ms added frtm a dropping 
funnel to a 100 cc. distillinc; flask containing 21.7 g. (0.08 
mole) of phosphorus tribroraide. The reaction aixture 
shaken throughout the addition xvhich required one hour, fhs 
reaction mistiire ?/as distilled and Hie distillate neutralized 
with 20f3 potassima hydroitide, and the layer of braaidQ was 
washed three tines ifith water and dried oTor calcium chloride. 
Distillation yielded IS,5 g« (46.33/1) of crude butonyl broraide 
boiling at 97-114®., This crude product was washed tMce with 
water and dried orer calciiaa chloride and liien distilled 
yielded 7,75 g, of product boiling at 97»9©,5®,. This is a 
2S.7S/& yield of pure butsn-S-yl bromido. 
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A second run siiTiilar to the first yielded 4.,7 g* of pur© 
butenyl broaid©, b. p., 96~8®, refraetiYe Index, 1,4586. 
•fills lialide has also be«B pr&p&Ted by Parlsell© (38) and 
Zelinka {59} ia rather poor yields* use of pyridiae 
prevents to a great extent, addition to the double bond. 
Preparation of Buten-'B^ yl-'aagnesluia Brcmide, GHa"CHCHsQHsllgBr 
voa Braun aad Deutsch (44) have prepared this Grigaard 
reagent from 1,2,4^  tribi^ iaobutan© according to Seaction Xl?» 
The reaction of raagaesium with batea*-S-yl broraid® has not 
be^ n previously reported. 
Buten-S-yl-iiagaesium brcaaide was prepared ia 75.0051 yield 
UBlag the directions of Giloian and McGluiapliy {7} for allyl-
iaa@iesium broaid©, and in quantitative yield using the stand-
ard eoaditions of Giliaaa, Zoellaor and Diekey, (45) aoeording 
to Reaction X¥, 
CHsBrGHBrCHaCH.Br + 2Me > CHa-CHgCHaCHaMgBr 21? 
CHs^ CHCfiaCaaBr ^  M@ > GHa^ GHGIiaOHaM^ r X? 
Run 1« A suspension of 3,7 g. (0.15 atom) of 80 mesh 
magaesium and 10 cc. of anhydrous ©ther ia a SOO oc, flask was 
heated ?/ith a crystal of iodine and 10 drops of but^ -S-yl 
(44) von Braun and Deutsoh, B®r., 44* S699 (1911). 
(45) G-ilmaa, Zoellner and Biekey, JT Am. Chem. Soe., 
15?6 (1929), 
teoailQ©* B®aetioii began at once and the reaaatader of the 
halide (6.85 g. or 0,0507 mole, total) in 40 cc, of etlier 
was then added, omr a period of one hour while the raaction was 
stirre4.. After spontaneous refluxiag ceased, tlie reaotion aix-
tur© was stlrrea m4 hmted or&r a hot plate for fifteen ain-
utes, A color test was positiire and titration showed a 75.22*^  
yieia of Griguard present. 
Bun 2. t^ lag, the standard conditions of G-lliiaa., iioellner 
and Bieltey (45), 3.37 g. (0,025 mole) of buten-3-jrl brciaide 
and 0:,§9 g. (0,028 atcxi) of mognesiiaia ttiraings and 30 cc, of 
etlier gave a quantitative yield of Grigaard when titrated, 
Carbonatioa of ButQa-'S-yl-iiagiesttiii ByoaildQ 
Wme Grisaard reagent prepared la Bua 2 was decsaated frcaa 
aa^esitua in slu inert atiaospliore into a SCO GC* flasic and was 
earboaated ia th© usual maimer (46) at -2® or lower. Hjrdrolysis 
iras effeeted with dilute hydrochlorlo acifl aad th© etlier layer 
was extracted i^ ith 10ft sodiuia iaydroiiifie, Aoidification, anS 
ex|ractio3i of th© acid layer xrtth other yielded upon OTapora-
tioB of the solvent, 1 E.* ot product, fhis was distilled 
giTiag 0,5 g, of allyl acetic acidjCSigwCSiOHgCHgCOOH,. boiling 
at 185-7° by the melting point tube aethod, Brcsaine in 
©•arbon tetrachloride conTerted this acid to 3,4 dlbromoTaleric 
446) Gilman aad Parker, J. la, Oheu. Soc,, 2816 (1924). 
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acid (.47)^  m, p* 54-55®.. Re^ rysteJLlizatioii from a mixture <jf 
ligroin and carbon di.sulfid0 yielded a pure product, a. p# 
5f-S®. 
Prggaratloa of fripfae?iyl-Cbaten-g-Fl)-lead, C0ftHs)aPbCHaC5iaC$i*GHa 
ThB buten-3-yl-aagnesima bromide from Rtm 1 was deeaated 
fr«® raagaesium ia an inert atiaospbere to a dropping fuaii©!.. It 
was ttien added dropf/is© to a suspeiisioa of 9.»47 g* (0,02 mole) 
of tripiieayl-lead eliloride in g.O ec, of ether# Heaotion ensued 
and after three-fourths of the Grigaard solution was added th® 
triph^ yl lead cblerid© had eoae into solutioa but a eolor t.est 
was a©getiv©.. fhe remainder of the Griga.ard solution was added 
and. the reaction aixtur© was refluxed oTer a hot plate for 
fifteea minutes wli^ a a ©olor test was still negatiTs* 
The reaction miztur© was hydrolyzed by pouring into lo@d 
afflaonium ehlori.d© solution* Qi© ether laysr was separatod and 
filtered from a small amount of -whit® insoluble product and 
dried over caieiua chloride# ether was distilled from a 
water bath and yielded 9,5 g.» of a white solid melting to a 
cloudy liquid at 85®,. {clear 9S**, .sinter 75^ ), This is a 96.55/1 
r 
yield of crude product based on the triphenyl-lead chloride 
used. Two recrystallizations .from alcohol raised the laeltiag 
point to fO-2® but the liquid was cloudy rad becaiae clear at 
lis®.. By dissolving the product raeltiag at 90-2° in petroleum' 
(471 Mssserschmidt, inn#, 008. 100 (1881)., 
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etiier (b. p., 50-60^ ) and evaporating the solvent, eoastant 
melting tripheriyl-{lsut9E-3~yl}-leaa Tjas obtained, ra, p, 84*6°, 
It is a wMte solid not affested hj sunliglit* 
•Anal,., Caled. for CggHaaP'bt Pb, 42.Clf5. Found; Pb, 
41,78 and 41.87^ ., 
Clmvage of fripfaeayl-{but0a~5*yl)*lead 
Hua 1, A soltttioa of S«47 g* (0*005 mole) of triphenyl-
Cbutea-'S»yl)-lsad and 70 cc# of dry chloroform was placed ia a 
150 oc, Irlejiraesrer flask ©^ uippe<l fiith aa inlet tube for hydro­
gen ehloriae and an outlet tube leatiag through a safety flask 
to two flasks eontaiaiiig SfS bromine ia earbon tetrachlorid©* 
%e solution was k^ t at 40-45® cmd dry hydrogea chloride f^ ia 
a geaerator was passed slowly through ttie solutloa for on© hour 
after the flask had been swept out \vith dry nitrogea* After 
thirty miautes a floeculentj white preoipitat© began to form. 
Ths solution of braaine in carbon tetrachloride shofied no 
dQOolorization and did not suek back as it does when sn imsat-
u.salted gas is being, absorbed. 
This insoluble product was filtered frora the ehlorofoOTi 
solution and dried end weighed 0,79 g. which is a 3a.72|^  yield. 
It had no melting point but ^ owed slight sintering at about 
S20®' and gare a test for lead ¥/h©n treated with affirioaium 
acetate and potassiuE dichromat©. 
It may well be that a compound like phenyl-butenyl-lead 
dlchlorlde is deecmposed by aMaonluia acotate or d eeomposes 
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spoatansously to give lead cliloride. Sixty-five iiundradtlis 
gram of tiis product was wasliad with ara;-:onlum acetata til-en ifitii 
alcolioi and finally with ether in the hope of reriaoviEg lead 
chloride. It sasa-ed that the athor r®ioYed a c-onsiderohle 
amount of the product but only a trace of pinduct i^ aa recoTered 
from th« ether. After this troatraent there reiaaiaed only 0,1 g, 
of product which, was treated with phaaylmagnesiua hroaido l>ut 
tho only product isolated was a very siaall aiaount of dipheiiyl 
o 
aeltlng at 66 aad showing no depression with an authentic 
spsclm-en. Fourteen hundredths gram of the ori^ nal product when 
extracted with ether yielded a smeJLl amount of triphenyl-huteayl-
lead melting with decaapositlon at 1S?»30®. 
15ia chloroform filtrate from the splittine reaction gaTe 
no rapid decolorisation of potassium pemanganate solutiaa as 
a solution of butyleaa should. ITae chlorofoaa was distilled on 
a water hath Isaviag 1»15 g, of diphonyl^ butenyl-'lead ciilorid© 
which is a 51.1i,€ yield. It melted with dscomposition at 133-5® 
and turned brown at 216® and black at 2S0-5®. Beerystalllsa-
tion from alcohol gaire 0,85 g. of product aeltlng i¥ith deoaa-
position at 134;-5® and the raother liquors yielded 0.13 g. of 
product melting with decoiaposition at 130®. 
Sie diphenyl-butenyl-load chloride was dried in a vaeuma 
de-siccator oirer phosphorus p smtachloride and analyzed for 
chlorine, 
inal., Galcd, for Gj^ f^ii^ ClPb: 01, 7.85^ . JFounds Gl, 
•?.72 and 7.79^ 1. 
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Sixty-three hundredtlis gram of the diphesj^ l* but eayl-1 ead 
chloride was treated ffith a dilute solution of phenjrliia^ yiesiuia 
bromide. The reaction mixture ?Jhen hydrolysod yielded a sx-sne-
what gussay solid neltiag at 8G~85® to a sludge, all clear by 
135® and blaolcenirig at 215-S20®» 'She pKJduct was dissolved In 
petroleum ether and filtered from a trace of insoluble product» 
'Sveporation of tho petroleuia ether yielded 0..2 g. of tidphenyl-
butenyl-lead selting at S4-6®.« A lai^ ced laelting point with an 
autlientic specinoii of triphejiyl-butenyl-lead (in, p, 81-2®) 
raelted at 82-3®. 5?his is a 29,16^ 3 yield of recrs'^ stalllzed 
product. The actual yisld of product would b© much !ii|4ier 
since considarabl© difficulty was encountered in working it up. 
The chloroform distillate containing the hemzene resulting 
fron th© cleavage of trlphenyl-butenyl-lead was added to a 
mixture of 12 oc,. of concentrated sulfuric acid and 6 cc, of 
fuming nitric acid contiainad in a ZOO oc* round bottom flask 
equipped i?ith a reflux condenser. It was rcfluxed one and one-
half hours and when cool i^as poured into cold ?/ater, Bie 
eiilorofor^ a layer was dried oTer potassium carboneto and the 
solvent distilled yielding crude dinitro-benaene, This was 
reerystallisod from alcohol and yielded 0,S? g, of dinitro-
benzene., ra. p, A nixed riolting point with an authentic 
saraple (m, p. 90®) melted at 90®, fhs mother liquors yi^ ded 
0»08 £:» of crufle pioduct, m. p# 60-5®. lliis is a total yield 
of 41*67^ j of dinitrobenzene based on the araount of benzene 
produced by the splitting of C.QC5 moles of triphsnTl-mitsayl-
l@ai into 51,11^  of filphenyl-btttsnyl-lsed chloride and 38.72^  
of i^isnyl-buteayl-leaa d.icaloride» 
Run 2t HjarOiiea chlorides vias .passed slowl;;- through a 
solution c.f 1*17 g... (0*0024 moJe) of triphcnTl-buteiiyl-lea'a 
i3 40 CO. of dry chioroforrs which was kapt Just below the 
boiling point of chlorofona throughout the reaction. The 
hydrogen chlorids was passed throuoh the solution for forty-
fiire minutes and a white prsoipitate hagcin to form after 
thirtjr aiautes, Th& reaction was carried out in a 125 ce, 
Srlenmey@r flask equipped with an inlet tube for the hydrogen 
chloride and an outlet tmbe leading through e catch hot tie to 
a flask containing a few drops of 2^  bronine in carbon tetra­
chloride. Thl.e dilute solution of bromine was ligjit orange la 
color but leading the products of el'Savage throu^ x this solution 
showed no decolorisation, A control solation of brojiine in 
eerbon tetrachloride of the same strength as aboTe mis iM-;iediat©-
ly decolorijsod bj'' a drop or ti.'o of aiiylene, 
EvidentIj/ there is no measurable cleavace of the batenyl 
group from lead. 
The chloroform solution wes filtered froii; the precipitate 
of insoluble dichloride which T/eighed 0.76 g. end is a 77.87^ 
yield, calculated as phenyl*"butenyl-lead, This product gave 
no lead test when treated with amiacniuia acstate and potassium 
dichrcsTiate for about thirty seconds but ^adually a yellow 
precipitate of lead dichrcmate formed,. A water snspeasion of 
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the product gaYo a lead test iiaraediutely, 
^^ straction of tlie plien/l-buteayl-le-d dichloride ^ fitxi et!ier 
yieided C,1 £:. of dipkGii„'l--but3riyI--lead chloride melting witli 
n Q 
aeeoiaposition at 132--4 , .1 ralxtad sK^ ltirig point "VJitii an autlien-
tic speciisea s5iow©d iio depresaioa of the rasiting point. 
Trie ether wasiisd^  supyossd plienyl-butenyl-leaci dieliloride 
obtained in this clsavago run was analyzed for clilorins. 
VCLJ.CU.» V 2 0 J„ G 4/D ^  'W _L J 1'/ 0 CI..I..S CL « Ji OJ^ 
fb.UlaS 01, Eo.oa^ L Found; Gl, 2S,43y, 
This 22.4,3^  chlorine corresponds to a rnirturo of 62.36/5 of 
laaxi chloride ci^ XCX 9 64ft of phcjnyl-butenyl-lead diohloriua. 
In order to ocavart any yhenyl-butenyl-leed to tripheayl-
bntanyX"lead 0,4',g» of the dichloride was traatecl with an etiier 
solution of phenyLraagiiasium "braaidethe solution hecGiae brown 
and than blaols; as in tho roaction of lead ehloride with r^ iienyl-
ma^fnoainra bporaiae. It v/as refluxed gently for fifteen minutes 
and yielded tripheayl-lead decoiaposing at 150'»5®, "^ hen ?^o3±:3d 
up this product was extracted t^ ith alcohol to reaove any tri-^  
phenyl-butenyl-lead that raight he £;r6sent, but ths only product 
reooversd froaa the alcohol was diphanyl, m. p. 69-70®, wMeh 
did not depress ths melting point of an authentic speoiiaen. 
-^lthou.1^ 1 there "^ sasn't any appreciable trixiheni/^ l-butenyl-lead 
fortaed unless alcohol failed to retaove it froaa the triphenyl-
lead, a sample of tha dichloride did decolorize a vers dilute 
broains solution; similar saapiss of authentic lead chloride 
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and diphenyl-lead diohloride did aot. 
The re is no q.UfiStioii that originally the dicliloride 
ohtaiaea hy cleairag® was phenyl-butenyl-leafi dichloride since 
uMer all oriSinary eonditions dipheiiQrl-lead bichloride does not 
decompose to lead chloride.. It raust, howeirer, loose its or^ nie 
cottstittieat rather readily* A similar instability of an 
BgPbCls compom^  •57ae observecl in th^  preparation of dithienj?-!-
lead dichloride (4) although several mixsi alkyl lead dichlor-
i€es ha.Te been described and are apparently stable (48). 
E-raporatioa of the chloroform solutim from which the 
diehloride -©as filtered yielfled 0.05 g» of diphenyX-buteayl-
lead., m* p., IgS-sSS®* This is a 4.6S^ I yield. 
fhe total yielt of solid products {lead chloride and 
dipheayl-but^ yl-lead) obtained in this cleavage run was 
82.,55l (49). 
Preparation of Dipheii.yl"dl''blph©ayl~leaa» (OaHg)gPb(GflH^ C6Ea)a 
this compound was made frcm para-ph^ yl phenylaagaesiua 
bromide and dipheayl-lead dichlorlde in the followijag ma,imers 
Run 1« A solution of 46.6 g. (O.S mole) of para-broao-
diphenyl and 200 cc, of ether was treated with 5.6 g, C0«S3 
atcsa) of magnesium turnings in a §00 cc. flask. Heat or 
activated catalyst (SO) did not start the reactioa so one 
(48) Gjrattner ^ d Srause, Ber., 50.^ . 209 (1917). 
(49) If the per cent of dichloride obtained by cleavage is 
calculated as lead chloridej. th© total per cent of 
cleavage products is 118,6353. 
50. 
half of the ether vms distille.d off. Reaction tiian began 
immediately when war/aefi with a crystal of iodine. It was heated 
for seTQQ ©ad one-lialf hours and the reaction mixture turned 
reddish brown toward tlie ead« One hundred cuhis eeatisieters 
of ether were added and two aliqiiots of ths solation titratsd; 
the yield of Gri©iard was 
Addition of 19 g, (0«04 laole) of diphenyl-lead dlc;iloride 
to the p-phanyl phenylaagnesium brosiida loft a faint color 
test after the reaction las stirred and refluxed for thirty 
mimtes,. Th© solution ®ES hydrolyzed and the ©ther lay-er 
filtered from an insoluble rssidae. Pertial eiraporation of 
the ether yielded 0»5 g* of a product softeninf; from 165-»230^  
but still partly -solid. The ether s-olution yielded a &mw 
residns which was treated with 50 cc,.» of cold alcohol and the 
resulting semi-«cryst.allin0 product was ciriM on a porous plate, 
®h© crude diphonyl-di-hiphenyl-^ lead softened at llO-ls'* and 
seltsd to a 8l®.ar liquid at ISS^ 'i yield IS g# or 48»70^ , 
R©crystalli2ation ^ om four parts of alcohol and one part 
of bonsena -nd then from chlorofoim hj adding alcohol srielded 
5,3 g.. (19.50^ ), of fairli' pure diph^ yl-dl-biphenyl-laad, 
m. p. 131-3°, soft 1S.9». 
A second run was laada in the saae manner from O..O0 mole 
(50) Oilrrian, Peterson and t>chal2:e, Heo. trav« chiia#, 47, 19 
(1928); Giliiian an<l MediCj Bull E50 (19.29). 
of p-phenyl phenylmagiiesiLmi orcnice in bansane-ether soliition 
aM. 8,6 g, (Q.C)2 raolej of diphenvl-lead diclilorida. The yield 
of crude protuGl. vfas 9,5 £;<• 71.Sip. Two recrystalliz&tions 
froEi two paj"t3 of alcohol and cms part of benzene and then a 
rocrystallization from clilorofortn aiid aleoliol yielded a 
constant nelting product, H. p. 134-5®. TIils sainple of diphenyl-
di-biplienyl-lead was analysed, 
i^nal, Galcd, for CssIIggPb; Pb,. 31.06. yoimd; Fb, 30.7G 
arici. .30,76^, 
Twc runs of diplienyl-di-biphenyl-leGd v;aTe made using, 
p-'pheiiyl phsnylli"tliim?i but the products could not bo cr^rstal-
liaed to give aaytliing but jcuiiiniy residue, fills is in accord 
wltii tiie rosiilts obtained by Austin wlisn the oreanolithiuia 
coiripound was in oxcess (51), 
of, ^ ip^ g^ 3.->ai-blgheny],-lead 
A preliminary run was raada by passing hydrogen chloride 
tlirofUGh a beriseae solution of 0,5 g, (0.OC075 sols} of diplisnyl 
fii-blpheriyl-lead for ten niniates yieldinc O»O0 g» of puro 
diphenyl which is a SSf? yield, Thsre was also obtained a 
i;iixtare of phenyl-^jiphenyl^laad diohlorides, IBiis product 
yieldad 0,1 p. (sC'.OOvl) of ratlifir crtade tetraxshenyl-laadj 
la. p., 230®, soft 205®, when treated with phsaylmacnasiuH 
"broriidQ. fhis indicates that the clea¥age of dipheaj'l-di-
(51) Austin, J. An. Ohm, Soc., 3726 (1933), 
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bipli©nyl-l©a<i proceeds by at least ttio different reaetioas 
s iaultaaeously. 
HUB 1» A solution of 6.67 g. {0»01 laol©) of dipiieayl-
di-bipJxenyl-lead in 150 -ce, of hetiz&ne was treated witii 
!iytrog©n olilorlde far thirty rainmtes Just feelow the boiling 
point of the solution* Tt® white precipitate toegan t© torn. 
after ten minutes* Ttiis was filtered off and tlie filtrate 
traated with hydrogm chloride for another thirty minutes 
ant again filtered-. 
dry insolubl© dichloride weighed 4,37 g.- which is 
a (|aaatitati¥© yield, ISie 4,37 g» of prodtiet was treated with 
pheayliaagnesium bromide and yielded 3»75 g* of crude product,, 
ffi... p» 2S0®, soft S0O®| siater 160®,. .Dige.stioii with alcohol 
and reerystallizatioa from beazea© twic© .gaT® 0«6 g, of |)ur© 
t-©trapheayl-lead, m, p» 2.S7-8®, which is a 11.0.6^ yiald. 'fhe 
reaainder of the product consisted of 0,57 g., of a more 
solttble protioa.,. m.. p.» ISS-S*^-, soft 115°, Miich is iirobably 
imptire. dipheayl-^di-bipheayl-lead althou^ recrystallizatioa 
did not give a sharper melting point.. The less soluble por-* 
tioii, (0.8 g., } melted at 190-g25°,, soft, 136®., and is un­
doubtedly -rory impure totraphenyl-lead. 
yisld of cimde diphenyl resulting frcaa •Bie cleavage 
W6S 1,6S g. or 53..5^.. When reerystallized from alcohol there 
\?as l.S g. op 42,2ip pure diphenyl as shown by a isixed iaeltia£ 
point dsterrainatioa. 
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Bim Z, it cLloroform solution of 1;33 g. {0.002 mole) 
of diphenyl-di-blplieiiyl-lead \fas treated wltli hydrogen 
eliloride for one and t!iree~qu,arters hours just below the 
boiling point of tie 3t>lution, the insoluble orgaiic5lead 
dihalide vhQXi filtered off Y/eighed 0-.84 e» It gave a sligb't 
test when •syashed wltb aMiionium acetate^  so it vms was'aecl 
several tlaes wltb the latter and then witb alcohol and ether. 
Ihea dry it weighed 0,58 g, and was aaalyzed for lead. 15i© 
per cent of l®a€ for the three possible organolead dihalldes 
that might result fr«a. elea-^ ag^  are? diphenyl-lmd diohloride, 
4?*95^ 1 di-^ biphmyl-lead dichloride., 35,47^ ; pheajl-biphoayl-
lead diohloride^  40*77^ 1 a mixtura of the first and second, 
41. 
Anal, foimdt Pb, 40,68^ ?. 
This per cent of l«ad oorrespoads most eloseiy to ph®yl* 
biphenjl-lead dichloride but could hsTe Just as well resulted 
tTom the right mixture of di-bipheayl-lQad dlchloride aM 
diphenyl-lead dlchloride. Slie ©leavaes of diphenyl-dl-bi-
phenyl-lead may Gonceivably proceed la three ways, acaordlng 
to the followine reactionss 
l - l  Q  * 1  
?. Cecils )sPb01 a•i"SC6Hs,.C6fis , . . , lYI 
( }  g P b{ ,  C , . , I I B  )  g - s - ^ C l -  ^  ( O s H f i .  ) sS?hCl^-^ZO^E^ . » 
aici 
C GgHe) gPb (. G,^ }ls) g—^ (Ctiig) {C-sHg . C4H4)PbCl 
CgHgC^ Hs OTII 
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Consiilering the maount of diplieiiyl obtainea in tite cleav­
age of diplieii3?-l-*dl-M,pheiiyl""lead, the followlag ooaelusions 
may be made; 
Cl) If cleavage proeeeds aecor^ iEg to reaction UIII, 
no tetraplieajrl-leaS sliould have been obtaiaed when 
tbe pli©ayl-Mplieiiyi«ieai dieiiloride was treated 
with pheaylmagneaiuia toroiaide {precluding, of course, 
tiie rearrangexnsnt of triph.eiiyl-biplienyl-'lead to 
tetrapiieayi-l©ad). EleTo-n and six lauiwiredtliB per 
cent of piir© tetraphenyl-lead was obtained# 
(2) If only tiie first and seeoad reactions taJse place, 
tliey must proceed simultaaeously and at about tbe 
sasie rat© to account for tiie 53^  of diphenyl obtained* 
(S) If all tb.r®e reactions take place simultaneously, 
then tk© second reaction must proeesd at a greater 
rate or t© a greater ©istont tbaa the first and third 
r©actioas to account for th© approxiiaataly 53fS of 
dipheayl obtained^  
Work in progress on the cleavage of triphmyl*blphenyl-» 
lead, not ready for presentation as yet, may throw light oa 
this ancxaalous cleaTage,. The phsiyl aad blpheayl radicals 
are probably of very nearly the saiae lability or negatively 
thus accoimtiag for these results. 
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smMum 
msysaaetxieal organoleafl ooapounds aoat/aining 
unsaturatea groaijs liave been split with liydrogea chloride.. 
'She result of this splitting shows that the relative 
lability or n.8gativity of an ethylea.© raaical is not coiii-
tioaed by th© i>re8.eaee of a dcmbl© bona but rather by it.® 
position \fithia the radical. 
The cleavage of tri2Jhenyl-b0ta*styryl«i©ad., triphenyl-
allyl-leafi and. triphsayl-buten-S-yl-lead shows the order of 
decraasine relative lability or aegativity of the radicals 
Involved to be J (allyl,. beta-styryl) ^ phenyl, butea-S-yl. 
Hiusj the eleavag© reactio-n eoafims the extrara© lability 
of the allyl radieal ant of the b®%a-»styiyl radical to a 
l©.s.ser degre© ia other ©hesaical and physlologieal reaetioas-. 
Th© decreased lability of buten»5*yl radical> evidsaeed by 
the results of cleavage-, is further shown by the mooth 
rQaetion of magnesiuia with buten-S-yl broiaid© to give a 
quantitative yi.©ld of Grigria,rd reagent under ordin.ary ccmdi'" 
tims in th© inaaner of saturated aliphatic halid«s.. 
It is poiated out that in determining th-e relative 
negativity or lability of radicals hj the cleavage method 
eartain conroouQds, sueh as diphenyl-di-bipheayl-lead which 
contain radicals of about the sarae lability, ar© split is 
a heterogenous nanner. 
B, •ms IHTHODuCTIOn b? v;ATi3H SOLUBL:^  GROUrS IHTO 
OHGAJIOLiiiai COMPODKDS 
IMTHODUOTION 
The preparation of organolead oorapouncls eontairiing 
solubillzing groups is of interest both from a practical and 
a theoretieal point of vie?/. The intertjst in Tfater soluble 
organolead eompounds results directly from the rt^ cent discoT-
ery of certain physiological properties which load ecsapounds 
have in general. It has been found that lead in any form 
has a pronounced deleterious effect on the growth of certain 
tissues and cells and this toxie effect is especially pro­
nounced in rapidly growing cells such as embryos and repro­
ductive germ cells (1). 
Sine© cancer tissue likef^ ise consists of rapidly growing 
cells, it ?/as hoped that the toxic effect of lead could be 
utilized therapeutically in the cure and alleyiation of cancer. 
During the early stages of laid therapy in cancer it was soon 
found that the general Insolubility of lead compounds and the 
sli^ l^it difference bet^ /een the therapeutic and toxic dose ?/ould 
be important drawbacks to any T/idespread use of lead. Despite 
this, Boll (2) in iihgland and Ullmann (3) in this caintry have 
(1) Bell, Lancet, 203, 1005 (1922); 206, 267 (1924)| 209. 
1003 (1925). • '• ' ——' 
(2) Bell, Lancot* 2W, 537 (1926). 
(3) Ullmann, liadiology, 8, 461 (1927). 
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reported quite favorably oa the results obtained in many 
advanced cases of cancer by the use of colloidal x^ reparations 
of lead and lead salts, Howevar, it is also true that other 
•investigators have not reported so favorably, but this nay 
in some cases bo due to inferior preparations or faulty 
administration. 
©I© advantage which organolead compounds would have over 
inorganic praparations becauae of their greater fat solubility 
and consequent ease of panatrating cancer tissue has been 
pointed out (4), 1?his point loses soiae of its attractiveness 
in vie-iv 'Of tlie extreeae seiisitiveness of organolead compounds 
to acids, Sinc'O the usual method of injection ia intravon-
ously, the acidity of the blood may cmvert the original 
organolead compound into a foria. that is more toxic and at the 
same time less soluble. 
It vrould sees that in order to have pronounced superior­
ity an organolead•compound must be preferentially absorbed by 
the cancer tissue or else be dii'ectly injected into the dis­
eased tissue. Othenyise it would find its way to all of the 
organs and the consequent severe lead poisoning would counter­
act to a greater or lessor degree the beneficial effect in 
retarding growth or alleviating pain. 
Mumerous investigators have studied the toxicity of 
(4} Biaehoff, Maxwell, Bvans and Iluzum, J, Pharaacol., M, 
85 (1928}. 
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organolead oomijounds and their effect on cancer tissue in 
animals (4). Buek and Kuinro h&ve studied the effect of a 
niEaber of organolead cciapounds on aiainals. They find 
tetr^ iiiietiiyl^ iead to be the least toxic of the eonpounds 
investieated and point out that these coinyounds affe&t other 
tissues as well as the cancer tissue (5). 
ilrausQ (G) has investigated the beneficial effects of 
certain organolead compounds on cancer in mice and 
several oorapounds, especially tri-n-propyl-lead fluoride, 
hai'-e prophylatic and curative value. 
Gilraan and Gruhzit (7) have found several orga nic aalts of 
triethyl-lead hydroxide to ba quite toxic liahen tested on rats. 
iixperimentally the introduction of water solubiliaincc 
groups such as hydrozyl, carlDoxyi and amino into orceiiolead 
coittpounds presents certain difricuivies which are due to the 
peculiar properties of these canpounds. Those difficulties 
hinge primarily on, (a) the extreme sensitiyeness of ths 
carbon-load iinka£_:e to acidic and to extreiaely eloctroposltive 
reagents; (b) the inertness of halogens in Crigjiard formation 
when attached tnrou^ li a phenyl or other group to lead and, (e) 
the inability of organolead ha lidos, such as Il»PbZ, to ccupls 
in reactions such as th© laalonic ester and a cetoacetic ester 
(5} Buck and Kuraro, J. Pharmacol., 38, 161 (193Cj. 
(6) Krause, Ber., 62, 135 (1929}. 
(?) Giliiian and Gruhait, J. Fhanaaeol., 41. 1 (1931), 
ooiidenstition. 
Practically tlie only LietiiOd available for tlie preparation 
of mixed u2*ganolead conpouads Is the reaction of organol©ad 
Jialides •s'itli ttie Grignard reagent, ike reactions proceed 
smoothly as follows^  
HsPtX + B'Usi; >• RsFKi" KgXs I 
is.gir'bii.g  ^ *' •»«••«•••» a XX 
HoVever, the introduced B* group cannot contain e functional 
group havinf* an active hydro£en since the Grignard reagent 
would react with this hj'drogen. 
The analogous use of organolithlyja corapounds is success* 
ful if thsre is not an excess of the lithium compound present 
(8). In the experimental pert of this thesis It is 
that the ooupline of organolithium compounds with organoload 
aono-halides proceeds much better than with the dihalidas. 
Organosodiura compounds have been used very little in 
coupling reactions with organolead halides because they cause 
deooiaposition of the lead compound (9)» In this connection 
Schlenfc and Holtz (10 J have prepared impure ethylsodiuii by 
the reaction of s-xliuia on tetruethyl-le&d. Likewise, Foster 
ill) has found tfcat the reaction of triphenyl~lead chloride 
(S) jvustin, J, » Chem, Soc., 3726 {1952). 
(9) Kraus and ^ctisions, J. iai./ Uhaa. Soc.., 3S56 (1925). 
(10) Schlenk aiad Holtz, Ber., 262 (1917). 
(11) Private eoioiaunieatlon. 
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witli sodium in liquii amaoaia eauses de-eompositloQ of th® load 
caapount patlier thaa foraing triphenyi-lead solium. However, 
Calingaert {12} has prepared trlval«nt Isafl coispoun4s by tills 
r@actloii aad It may t?ell be that tm^ er the proper ccmditions 
aa Eastabl© RgPbMa cQapouad ean/exist.. 
The preparation of a eompoand ot the type, HaPMfa^  ?/ould 
make available a msthod for preperiag mixed orgenolead eara-
pomids that has beea used successfully with genaaniioi aad, 
tia eompotmds, fh© reactions proceed in liquid aMnonia as 
f olloirs t 
BaSalfa + B*X —> EaSnl* HaX Ill 
HtSnHag * m^ '£  ^a2.SaR* s • m&X I? 
Further eyideaee for the decoapositioii of 'Si® lead-carboa 
linkage by eleotropositive groups is presented in this tSiesls 
in the reaction of aagaeaima on triethyl-lsad bromide. This 
probably inirol¥©s th® ©lectropositiTe MgBr ^ oup and th© 
iatenaediate foraatlon of {GsHa) aPbll^ r, although postulation 
of th© latter is aot ®ss@ntial ia ©xplainiag the formation 
of ethylmagiissiuia bromids that OOCUTB.* Sthyliaaguesiua bromide 
might form from th® reaction of the M^ r group ®ith an ethyl 
group that wpts reaaoTed from lead dlreetly or it as^  utilize 
©thyl groups that were liberated in the spoataaeous ccaiTersioa 
ilZ] C3aea. Reviews, 43 (1925). 
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Of triethyl-laaS to tetraethyl-lsad. 
Sie eoupliag of organolead halldes with tlie sodima ccaa-
pouM of Bialoaic ester and aeetoaeetic ester did not giT© 
evidence of the fomatioa of on oreanoleafi ester (IS). 
It shouia be boraa in miM th.et in amy coupling reaction 
ths products formed depend entirely on the relative attracticm 
which tile groups Involved have for each other and for thea-
sBlv&B, Thus in th® folloxving reaction: 
* {G^ Es)sPbGl  ^{GE^ } ^SnPhiCsEs ) s * KaCl ... ¥ 
it may be sspected to pTooeed as isritten if triethyl-lead 
groups and trim ethyl-tin groups have more attraction for ©aoh 
oth@r than the triia©thyl-»tin and tri ethyl-lead groups have for 
th€8aselves:» If the latter is the case, hexaasthyl-di-staanane 
and h«.aethyl-di-plumbane would be the products formed. 
i^Ehe preparation of organolead caapounds containing a 
earboz^ l group attached to carbon has b©©n attempted by pre­
paring th© Grignard rea.gent of an organolead halids in which 
the halogen is one or more carbons resoved. froa l^ d. 
Grftttner and Kraus® (14) have r©iJorted the preparation of the 
Grl,gaard reagent of feiethyl-i-broraoamyl-lead, Gilman and 
Bobinson (IS) did not obtain a Grigaard reagent with tfeis 
eolipound hoivever. 
(13) Robinson, Jack D., Organolead Goapounds, Unpublished 
Thesis, Iowa State College,- /smes, Xowa, 1929. 
(14) Gruttner and Krause, Ber», 49^  3666 (1&16). 
Gilman and Robinson lia¥e attempted, to prepare tiie 
Orlgnard reagent of trlphenyl-para-brcaaoplienyl-leed with no 
success (13). 
In spit© of the difficulty of introducing solubilizing 
groups into organolead oorapounds, certain functional groups 
have been introduced, V5rlander (15) nitrated tetraphenyl-
lead and obtained la-dinitro-diphenyl-lead dinitrate. Austin 
(16) has prepared l-(diphenyl-lead)~2,3-i)ropaxiediol, (OeHsJa 
i'bGHaOHOHCHgOH, by the oxidation of triphenyl-allyl-lead, 
G-ilman and Robinson (13) oxidized triethyl-allyl-lead but 
obtained no acidic compounds from the reaction. Austin has 
also prepared several organolead canpounds containing dimethyl-
aiflino-lead groups (17), 
The reaction of copper-bronze with some double salts of 
diazoniiim compounds and lead salts is reported in this thesis 
in an attempt to prepare some substituted organolead ecsn-
pounds. This raethod, althou^ i successful with the analogous 
mercury complexes, does not ?/ork with the diazonium-lead 
complexes. Numerous coupling reactions were also carried out 
between organolead halides and alpha-halogen esters and other 
compounds. One of these, using sodium as a coupling agent, 
gave some promise as a means of introducing solubilizing groups 
into organolead oorapounds. 
(15) VSrlander, B:r., 1893 (1925). 
(16) Austin, J, ^kii. Ghem. 3oc., 3514 (1931). 
(17) Austin, J. i^ i. Chem. 3oc., 54, 3726 (1932). 
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The preparatiosi of a nnmbsT of orgaaolead carapounds 
inoidental to th© work of this thesis is also fiescrilseil. la 
this eonnection tiic laeGhanisia of the rsection of lead chlorlfl© 
OE phenyliBagnesiUBi bromide in the preparation of tetrapiiei^l-
lead is discussed. It has "been found that bj extrejii® eare in 
working up all products of tlie reaction, the jiel& of tetrsi-
phmiyl-leafl is Tsaterlally increased. ?li© proseaurs usect also 
eiTes apprecieble auaatities of tripb-enyl-lead feromiSe tlius 
increasing the total yield of pfienyl-lead products otttained. 
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•ICPEHniiafEAL 
Some Orgaaio Qompleaies of Leafl Salts wltfa 
PlazoBium Gompoaads aad with iiiiiliaes 
Piseusslon 
Islany caaplexes of diaBmium ccffiipouiids vJltti inorganic salts 
are known, 'i-li© mora camraon are tliose of mercury, gold, tin 
ami platinum salts altiiougli dlaKoiiiuEi Cixaplesos of biSDiuth 
and €intimoiiy salts are also known. Sakellsirios (13) has 
€080x11305 the Qorapleac salt of plumbic eJiloride tfitb b@nk.0ne-
diazoniuffi chloride, 
Kesmejano^  {10) and Hesraejanow and Kalm 120) have Aorni 
that the arylfliazoniuir. chloride ocsaplexes with mercuric: 
chloride can be converted by copper to arylmereurlc chlorides 
according to Heaction YI, If ainEionium hydroxide (SI) is used 
with the eoppei^  diaryl nercurials are obtained by Rsaetion 
?II, They report a SSfv yield of phenyliaereuric chloride and 
smaller yields of para-'hydroscy phonylaerourio chloride, di» 
para-iodo-phenylmeroury and other substituted i®rcurials. 
ArSaX,HgX8 + 2 Cu —Sa * BGuGl ¥I 
.4rIgX,lsXa  ^6 Cu > AraHg + Eg 6 CuCl * Slh » -
(IS) Sakellarios, Ber,,S6, 2536 (1923). 
(19) leaaejano?/, Ber,., 6^ 7 1010 11929). (go) Hesriiejanow and Kahn, Ber., 69, 1018 (1929). 
(21} Eein and i%£ler, Ber*, SB, 1499 (19E5). 
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This unique preparation of substituted organomsrcury 
oortipounds, if successful with les/i eoaipounds, would furnish 
a ready means of preparing organolead compounds containing 
soluljilizing groups# The double salts of benzenediazonium 
chloride und para-tolyldiazonium chloride with lead chloride 
have been prepared for the first time, but their deoorapositton 
with copper gsTe no evidence that an organolead compound was 
forraed. Other metals than copper and other diazonium salts 
than the chloride i-ere tried hyt the results were negative la 
every case (22). 
Because of the Instability of the cosiplexes, particularly 
toward water, it mas impossible to completely free thsm from 
lead chloride and consequently the anelyses for lead are high. 
The double salt of plumbic chloride with benzenediazonlum 
chloride tl8) was prepared and treated with copper in aceteme 
but no organolead compound was obtained. 
In a surirey of the literature raany references to .orgenic 
complexes with lead sslts were found. The following articles 
contain many lading references, (23, S4, 25, 26, 27, 28). 
{S8j The traces of lead found by extraction with organic 
solvents is undoubtedly due to slight solubility of 
lead halides or the complexes in the solvents, 
{23J Mosnier, Mm, chlm. phys., (T), 12, 388 (1897). 
(M) itatthews, J. im. Chem» Soc. f'&Q(1898). 
(25) ilandal, Ber., 54, 703 (1921). 
(26) Byrklt and Dehn, J"* Aia. Oheia. Soc, , 51 > 1167 (1929). 
(27) Lum, Phara. J., 122, 149, 3S1 (1929). 
(28) Griess, imn,, 157. 39 (1866). 
greparatloa of (Bun 8, TaMe I) 
The proeedtire of Mesraejanow (19, 20) for the correspond­
ing mercury oamplex was followed In preparing the beasene-
dlasoniuiu load-chloride complex. Several runs were mde and 
in the first of these no coraplax salt was obtained since it 
was decomposed by the water used in washing, iill of the 
runs are suiririarized in Table I. 
A solution of 46.5 g. (0,5 mole) of aniline in 150 oc, 
of concentr?:itod hrfdrochloric acid was cooled and 150 g. of 
cracked ice added., Diazot izatlon was effected by adding a 
concentrated water solution of 38 g# of sodium nitrite "rtiile 
stirred Tigoro-usly,« The solution of bonsenediasoalum chloride 
xfas added with mechanical stirring to a liter beaker contain­
ing 69.5 e, (0.S5 mole) of lead chloride suspended in 69.5 g. 
of concentrated hydrochloric acid and 75 g. of cracked ice. 
After a few minutes a pale yelloi?ish, curdy precipitate filled 
the beaker. 
It was filtered bj?" suction end tfashed with cold alcohol 
and then with cold ether. The air dried product weighed 85 g-. 
which is an 81.20^  yield* The complex thus obtained was 
fluffy?' end yellowish but beceme peler. It dissolTed la hot 
water Fith a neutral reaction, eTolTed an aromatic odor and 
geTe a lead test, fhe product did not melt but exploied 
with a ;puff when heated on a spatula. 
Anal. Galcd. for CeHgKaClsPb: Pb, 49.51. Found; Pb, 
52,45 and 52.44^ . 
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Heaotloa of GflHsHaCl«.£''bCl8 with Copper la Aostoae (Run 2, 
fable ID 
%© 'beiizenedlaison-ium cliloride complex with, lead ehloride, 
prepared as desoribed above, was treated isith eopper In 
acetone (18) as follo?JSJ 
A suspeEsioji of 85 g» (0*203 mole) of GftHgHsCl.P'bCls in 
350 cc» of acetoa© was treated with 20 g, of oopper-brmz© 
poffder. Heaction began Teiy sloi;ly but becaiQe vigorous 
aftsr fifteen minutes, and liad to be cooled to prevent too 
Tigorous reaction; the reaction was stirred tbrou^ out, T!i« 
reaction mixture was filtered and tlis residue extraoted four 
times witb benzene and washed with, ether. The acetone and 
beazeiie and ether portions were combined and th© solvents 
distilled from a f/ater bath. The rmaiaing liquid ?/as filter­
ed from a small amomit of residue and fractionated. It yielded 
a considerable amoiint of benzene, b. p. 78-80®, 6 g, of product, 
b. p« 8S-105® mid 8 g» of ehlorobenzene, b. p. 128-^ 9®. fhis is 
a yield of ohlorobeazene. The small amount of residue 
obtained hf distilling off the solirents ga^ e no test for lead, 
Neither did any of the residues from distillation eoataia Isad, 
fhe 8S-li5<» boiling produet ga-re a halog-sn test and proved to 
be a mixture of benzene and ohlorobentseae. None of the liquid 
portions gave a lead test, 
Beaotlon of G&HsMsQl.ybGla with Copper in Aeetone and i^ iaBicgiluia 
Hydroxide (Bun 5t Table II) 
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A suspension of 40 g, (0»096 Piole) of ttie double salt 
prepared Im Raa 3, Table I in 200 ec* of €rj eceton© was 
stirred ¥?itli 3S g. of eopper-bronzs j^ ow^ er* Two hundred 
©titol-c centimetQrs of 85^  aBsnioaiam hydroxide were added and 
the m,l£ture stood twelTe hours, ill© reaction mizture was 
filtered froia the residue and the filtrate was washed and 
dried aad yielded 3 g«. of crude chlorobenzene, b. p« 120-33®, 
Ho lead test was obtained ia th© filtrate or residues.- The 
original residue was extracted with benzene for six hours 
and distillation of th© bensene gaire a traee of residue 
giTing a faint lead te-st, 
Beactioa gC G^ liKl?i^ Cl«.gbgla with 2Siac .in. AGetone (Run 4. 
fable II) 
A SUSPensiOH of IS g. {0,04 mole) of the double salt 
from Bun 3, Table I, in 75 oe. of acetone was treated with 
6,3 g. (0,1 atom) of zinc (2i), %© zinc reacted mildly and 
p gas was eTol^ ed as the solution became warm aad turned 
brown. reaction mixture was worked up as ia, th« previous 
rma and yielded 3.5 g. of crude ehlorobenzene,, b, p. 125-30®. 
%.© slight amount of residue from the distillation of solTeats 
gave fair)t lead test. 
H@actioa of GyHall.aQl.FbCl^  with Zinc in BOji Sodium Hydroxid© 
(29) Zinc and other laetals wera used instead of copper in th© 
hop© that they might work better tlian the copper-^ brcmze. 
labl© XI 
Beac-felon of DiaEOJiiwa with Metals 
• "f i St 
Hung Dlazonl'uin Coaplex iMoles?? Reagant si Product 
T"''"'"I fOT'Tead 
.{ b. -Q. SMoXesiln Products 
s n s 
S0,130fsCopper-bronz®! CjHgCl 
s : s i 
f 0#200J $ Gopper'-broases CsHeCl 
s :t t 
sO,,960s 10opp©:r-bi''Ofi,z©s GeHgOl 
s IS i 
10»040 J J Copper-bronzas GtH#Q1 
i tt s 
$ 0 • 0911 s Coppe3?-br0tts@ t C a-H^  01 
t * • * 
6 ip-CHaa»H4H801,PbClB S0,0?0S sOopper»broii2;0Sp-'CiisC9H4Ol 
£ t tt t 
<7 tp-GHaOgH^KaGl.FbClaSO.O^OnZinc S 
s  S I S  i  
8 Jp-CBsCAMgCl^PbClgSOaOOj sfia s 
8 J IJ S 
!p,p*ditolyl 
1 SC«H5.H3Cl.PbCls 
J 
g SQ^ HsRaCl.PbCla 
p. 
3 sC^ HsKsGl.PbOls 
4 fC.#H8ll«Cl.PbCl& 
I 
5 SG^ HsMaCl.PbCla 
t 
» $ » 
Sl05-S0®f0.090s 
• # 1  
S 129® SO.071s 
* «• * Sl20-33®g0.0E7s 
1 I * 
1125-30® SC. 022s' 
S 5 S 
Sl00-20®S0»009S 
• ' • 
S150-60®SO.016: 
f —• 
tp,p*dltolyl 
S 
t 
ssolid 
sresidu© 
s 
i (m»p.)s 
s l^is® s 
s (BI»P,)S 
S121-83°$ 
;' s 
J *<«>«<• s 
s s 
9 sp-OHsGjM^ JSgGl.FbClaSO^ lOOs SAluMinwm 
'f S J s 
10 Sp-CHaGsH^MsCl.PbClaSO.lOOsJCuOH 
t s * $ 
11 S f - GHs G N 8 CI. PbOl a S 0.050 S S Sodiim 
S S SS 
IS Sp^ GHsG.H,^ llsCl,I»bClsS0.100! SSodltua 
J S # S 
13 Sp-^ GHaGeH^ HsCl^ PbGlsS —- JsHaOHiSO^ ) 
t S SS 
14 ?(G|H.tjKsCl)^ iFb0l4)s! •—* * Joopper-broaze* trace of 
» i * « • 
15 ^  (G^ HgMaCl)*?(S'bGl*)^ * ' *'Copper-bronze^ GefigGl ©to. 
I  f  f # *  
16 S (G,HgMaGl) ,{PbCl4 ) gS 8 sGopper-broiiEesGiHsGl etc5» S13S-55® SO.lOOS 
s 
S S 
ISO^  ®0,090' 
IlecatiT© 
Hegativ© 
Trac® 
Trae© 
Ifegative 
HegatiT© 
Trace 
fraoe 
Hegatlf© 
legative 
Trace 
i'rac© 
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I'rac © 
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Hegatif© 
llega,tiYe 
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(Run 5, Table II) 
A suspension of 38 g. {0*091 mole) of the salt 
frcaa Hun 4, Table I, la 150 cc. of fiOjS sodium hyfiroxid© was 
treated with IS g, of pof/dered zine and a trace of copper-
•bronze powder. Muoh heat was evolTed and ttie reaotion 
mizture turned blaek. Working up the reaction pK)ducts 
yielded 1 g» of product, b, p. 100-20® testing for halogen. 
Mo lead test was obtained in any of the ©xtraeted products* 
Preparation of p~casCaH^ y^ C.l.PbCls (Ban f* fabl© 1) 
Several rmns of th© p-tolyldiazoaiuii ohlorlde-lead 
chloride coBipl-ex w©re made of which the following rrni is 
typical. other rims are included in fabl© I. 
A solution of 142.§ g. (1 mole) of p-toluidlne hydro­
chloride in 560 CC-. of csmcentrated hydrochloric acid was 
pooled in an ie©-salt mixture and treated with 560 g. of 
cracked ice. "Sie cooled solution was diazotized with a 
slight excess of the calculated amount {69 g. or 1 aol@) of' 
a concentrated solution of sodium nitrite. I&e p-tolyldia-
zoniua chloride solution was filtered and added with meehan-
ical stirring to 139 g« (0,5 mole) of lead chloride suspended 
in §50 cc, of concentrated hydrochloric acid, (fhe lead 
ehloridt was prepared frosi 133.5 g. (0.5 mole) of l©ad car­
bonate and concentrated hydrochloric acid). Addition of the 
diaaoniuia solution caused the formation of a flocculmt 
precipitate and stirring was eontinued for forty minutes. 
?2 -
'9i© filtered eomploK v/as m^islisd with sold alcohol md 
eold etiier. It fomed faint pink, feathery crystals and 
deeomposefi with a puff at 129®. In, another ran the ecsaplex 
deeoniposea at 153-4®. The coaplesc was analysed for lead. 
Anal* Caled, for O^ I^igClsPtoJ Pb, 4^ .865^ , Pound: 
Fls, 48,98 and 47»20^ , 
Beaotioa of. p^ CHaQaiUtfaCI^ PbCla with Copper In Acetone and 
iagBanima Syaraxide (Bun 6» Tahle. II) 
1 suspension of 30 g. (0,07 mole) of the double salt 
from H\in 5, Table I, in SOO oc« of acetone -was treated with 
25 g. of copper-bronze powder. Ho reaction occurred for 
fifteen minutes and thea the e'Folutioa of gas boeeice 
vigorous but Tory little heat was evolTed. It stood some 
timf and 200 co» of 25fC anaioBius hydroxide was added to the 
reaction mixture which then stood for some time and was 
shalsen frequently. 
i'iltrJition and extraction, of both the filtrate aad the 
residue yielded 2 g» {BPjfo] of orude p-ehlorotolueas, b» p. 
lSQ-60® but no tost for lead wa0 obtained in any of the 
estraoted materials* 
I-teaotioa of .p~GH..^ Cg.Sa.Ma.Cl»Fb€lg with Sifferont Metals. in 
Ifarioua Sol-reats 
fh@ double salt of p-tolyldiasscniuitt chloride irith lead 
chloride was treated with the followiag metals as is the 
©opper run abo^ o, and the results are tabulated in Table II. 
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It was hoped that these metals mi^ t b© more effeetlTe than 
the copper-bronze, but they wore not. 
Rim (7) Ziao + amtaoriiuEi hydroxlda in acetone. 
Bim (8) fin ^  aianioaium hydroxia© la aeetoae with h@at. 
Hun (9) idmainiim-+a3iiiio3ilura hydroxide in acetous with heat. 
Run (10) Suprous Sy-droxide-'-armio.aium hydroxide in acetone, 
Hun ill) Sodium in acetoae. 
Bun (is) SoSitta in ©thyl aeetate. 
Hun (13) Solium hydroxide {SOjl}, 
In Huns 7, S, 11, 12 and 13 slight tests for lead were 
e;lvan by the residues obtained when the solvents used to 
extract the original solution and residues ?/ere eirapoi^ ated* 
The tests were so faint that it is not probabls that thay 
are due to the foraetion of an or^ aio lead eompouad but 
rether tc slight sztraGtion either of lead chloride or the 
diasoaiuia-lead ehloride complex;.. 
Runs 9 and 10 yielded small amounts of di-p-tolyl, 
melting at ISl® 7/hea purified. 
Pregaratioa. at |O.JlsM.i.Gl«U(gbCl^ .j alHoa 9. fable I) (18.) 
lliree runs wer® mad© of which the followiEg is tj.'plcal. 
The lead tetrachloride was prepared by dissolTing 13.S5 
g. (0*05 mole) of lead earbonate in SOO cc. of caaceatratexl 
hydrochloric acid and leadiag ehloriae Into this solytion 
©ooled iE ieo. fha chlorine was bubbled through until all 
the lead chloride dissolired, liscess ehlorine in •fee solu-
tior* was reaoved by bubbling dry iiitrogoa throu^ i liie 
mixture for about a minute. 
The acid solution of lead tetrachloride was treated irith 
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a solution of bon^ enediazoniura chloride proparod from 9.3 f. 
(0.1 mole) of pure aniline, 60 cc. of hydrochloric acid, 
100 g, of ice and 6.9 t., of sodium nitrite, -i yellow pre­
cipitate appeared immediately which was suspended throughout 
the solution. It stood two hours in an ice-salt riixture 
and was filtered by suction and washed with three portions 
of ice-cold alcohol follox?ed by three portions of ice-cold 
ether. The air dried product weighed 32 g. and stood in a 
vacuura desiccator for tv/elve hours when it weighed 28.5 g.; 
the jrield based on (C^ HoHgCl) aPbCl^  as the formula of the 
complex is 90jl. Hov;ever, analysis indietes the formula 
to be (CeHsIisOl)^ , (PbCli) aj this gives a yield of 34.00)1, 
based on the lead tetrachloride theoretically present. 
i'Jial. Calcd, for sHasN^ 4Glj_5pbsJ I'b, E4.3E. Found: 
Pb, S4.01 and 24.09fi. 
iJakellarios (18) analyzed his product and. found it to have 
the following formula, (GeKsNgGl) a'-^ 'hCl^ . 
Heaction of (Ctlis^ a^Gl) yCfbCl^ ) a with Copper in Acetone (Run 
14, Table 11) 
xi suspension of 12.6 g. (O.OS mole] of the benzeriedia-
zonium chloride complex with laid tetrachloride in 50 cc. 
of acetone was tresited with 7 g. of copper. Involution of 
nitrogen began irainediately and the flasic had to be cooled 
to prevent too vigorous reaction sad it mis shaken throughout 
the reaction. It stood overnight and the rc;sidue was 
filtered froia tlie acetone, Tlx© "residue was extraetod. witli 
ether and tlie other m& acetone combined and distilled 
from a water bath, aaalX amount of residual liquid aa^ d 
green solid gave no test for lead. 
Ills other I'uas smaaarised in ITabl© II yielded ciiloro*-
benzeuo aad other halogen oompounds but no product containing 
lead, another run like the above carried out in carbon 
tetrachloride instead of acetone gave no products solubl.e 
in organic solvent that eontained IOXG, 
Benzenediaaoniua Chloride-getrapheigl-lead Coaiple&i: 
'Hie dia2oniu» solution Trom 37*2 g, (Q#4 mole) of aniline, 
120 eo. of* hydroohlorio acid>. 120 g,. of cracked ioe and S& g, 
(0,4 mole) of sodium nitrite in 75 ec» of water ims added 
sloirly with mechanieal stirring to a suspimslon of 5i»5 g, 
10,1 fflole) of tetraphenyl-lead in 400 oc* of 15f^  sodium 
hydroxide, yello?»ish orange fluffy praeipitate formed 
after part of the b©nssiiedla2:Qnium. ehlorid© was added and 
became more and laore stiff, ^^ ter complete addition the 
solid product oompletely filled the one liter beaker. It was 
filtered by suction and dried, iilcohol and ether deooiagosed 
0 
the coaiplax leaving tetraphenyl-leed, m. p, 223 , and & red 
solution. V/ater apparently had no effect oa the eaaplex 
unless heated to its boiling i^ oint irhen a black residue rose 
to tha top. 'lliQ product burned on a spatula with sli^ t 
explosiveness and deeoaposed vigorously whoa treated with 
sulfuric acid, '111© yield of the complex was 75 g. wixich was 
81^  based oa the foiraula below aad the tetraplienyl-lsad used* 
in-alysis indicates the formula of tlie ccaaplex to be (C®HgWgGl) 
{ { Uglig ) 4i."''b i « 
iji&l, Calcd, for G^ gilsgH^ Cl^ Pb: Pb, 22.11, Founds Pb, 
22,47 aad 2S.,63Js. 
Oa staiidiag several days tiie coniplei; decomposod into its 
caapoaents and ^ 6 g, (83,32^ ]^ of tetraphejayl-load meitiag at 
284® was recovered, 
Preparatioa of i^ lliae*Lead Acetate, C«S^ Mia»i:'biO&lAsOa}a 
i^liae ©caabiasd ¥iitli lead acetate to give a salt haTlng 
til8 compositioa It melted aad deeoiaposed 
at 204*® ia oae run. aad at 20S° ia aaottier, Diaietliylaiiilia© 
did aot give a salt; tte origiaal IsMd acQtate being recovered 
appareatly. Lead ckloride, bromide and altj^ ats coribined witb. 
aniline but tbe products 'sysre aot as stable as timt of aailia© 
aad lead acetate. 
Two raae of tlie aailine-lead acetate conxplsx were aad© 
aad tae followiag procedure was ased#. 
ii solatioa of 16 g, .(0,042 mole) of lead acetate tri-
bydrate ia 30 co* of v/ater coataiaiag a few drops of acetic 
aoid was treated witii 9,3 g. (C.l sole) of pure aailiaa, ilfter 
staadiag a short tiaa a aass of silicj,. white crystals separated 
out. I'hey ¥/era filtered, wasiisd witli water aad dried, yitid­
ing 9.7 g, of product wiiich was a 4o.36/a yield. Ta© ciryatals 
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dseoaposed at S04®, slnterinp at 195®•« Ilie melting jjoint of 
thos© from the s econd run was SO0^ » 
Some of this solid was diazotised witli sc^ iuia nitrite 
In liydroGlilorie aeid. No l«id eiilorid© precipitated but 
potassium, dicliroiaate ga-te a y^ low precipitate. 
%© lead aoetet© salt of eailln©,. m, p» g08 , was boiled 
with water for sorsetime and solidified OE COOLINF:. I'his 
1301 ted at 209® and a mixed melting point with the original 
d 
Qompound melted at S08-10 . leeid acetate hydrate used to 
O 
prepare th© aniline salt raelted at 65-70 , 
Anal.,« Galed* fcs? Pb, 49*55-.. Founds Fb, 
49.74 and 50.29^ .. 
Smm&Tv 
The ecraplex between lead tetrachloride and hea.ZQnedi a-
zoaiuia ohloride was prepared and treated with eopper in 
aeetone Cl6). It was found that similar caaplexes of 26 ad 
ehloride with henzanediazoaius chloride aad p-tolyldlazonium 
chloride eould alsc be prepared.. Tiiey wer® treated with copper 
aad other rsetals in acetone, but in no case was there good 
etridenoe that any organolead compound formed, apparently the 
lead soiaplexes do not react in the sarae manner as do the 
analogous rasrcury diazoaium complazes.. Benzenediazonium 
chloride also foj:si.ed an unstable complex with tetraphsiiyl-lead, 
A double salt of a.niline with lead aeetste was also pre­
pared and remaiBsd imchs.ngsd when heated. Apparently there 
was no rearrangement of a lead group to the ring. 
m -
Qoupllng I'ieactions of Qrg;aiioXea<i Halldes 
Blscussion 
Bi© introduction of fimctionel or solubillzlne eraups 
into or^ ranolead caip-otxnds cannot in most cases b© effscted 
by the reaction of orgenolead Iialides with a Grifaaard 
agent because of the roe.ctlon of the latter with the func­
tional croups. Because of this fact an atter.ipt has been 
made to couT)le orc&noleau 'rialides with a number of Iialides 
containing functional groups• ISie rearents used to effect 
coupling of the two Iialides vmTe sodium, raagnestura, slnc-
copoer couple and aluminua chloride.. 
One reaction that has been tried is that of organolead 
halides with alpha-halogen esters. Ho definite coupling 
products were isolated in ttiis reaction although reaction 
occurred. Previous work had also given negative results (lo) 
with trlsthyl-load chloride, mgnesium and alpha-lialogen asters,. 
Using sodium as the coupling agent yielded a very small 
amount of product in the reaction of ethyl broisoacetate and 
triethyl-lead bromids, This product m-as Tfater soluble and for 
that reason it is unlikely that it van a lead ester. 
In the slow reaction between trlphenyl-lead chloride, 
sodium and chlorobenssene, a S2jl yield of tetraphenyl-lead 
was obtained in wtet is undoubtedly a coupling reaction (30). 
(50) Slorton and Stevens, J, iaa. OhoiQ. SDC., 55« S244 (1931). 
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Tet^ aphsnyl-lead result from t!ie decoaposltloa of tri-
piieayl-lead (formed by ths action of sediua on tripheayi-iead 
clilorisie) into tetrap-heayl-lead and lead (31) but siace tiiere 
was ao de,positioii of lead tills .jieciianisai is not plausible* 
i'or this reesoa it ia without tiue&tioa a coupling reaction 
between the two lialides involving possibly (but not aeoessar-
ilj) til© Intermediate f©imatloa of m organosodluia compound* 
The reaction of tristkyl-lead brcaaide viritli alyjainma 
eiiloride end benzene caused decamposit ion of the triethyl-
lead bromide but no ©Tideaoe of triethyl-xahenyl'^ iead was 
obtainedI furthejmore, no hydrogen chloride was evolved until 
th® reaction •ms hydrolyzed. 
It appears that sodium may be the siost effective ooupling 
reagent but at the saiae time it provides greater opportunity 
for heterogeneous ooupling and undesirable reactions with the 
fuaetional group itself. 
The investigation of the ooupling of alpha-haiogen esters 
with organolead halides led to a ©tudy of the reaction of nag-
nesium on tri ethyl ••lead broraide. In this reaction lead is 
deposited and tetraphmyl-lead is fomed together with ethi'i-» 
magnesium broinide. The ethylaagnesium bromide was first 
noticed because of the positive Grignard color test •Riiieh the 
solution gave and it was identified by Haking the prc^ ion-
(Sl) Krause and fieissaus,, 3eT..,r 55« 888 (19S2). 
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anilide derivative with phenyl isoeyanate. It Aould be 
remenihered that these are the final products of the reaction 
and that it is quite possible that the intermediate ccrapound 
(triethyl-lead)-magr»esium bromide, (GsHs) s-PbM^ r, is formed, 
fleaetion with benzophenorie and analysis of the solution con­
taining the reaction products polr_t to the formation of 
{triethyl-leed) -magaiesiuiri broaide. 
The reaction of triethyl-lead brcsaide end .aaenesiuia would 
be oxpected to give triethyl-lead and magi-Lesimn broiiide and 
the latter with excess iiiagnosium would produce this free group, 
laagnesious bromide (-MgBr) , (32). The magnesiuia bromide or the 
system iriagnesium, magnesium bromide could then redact in one of 
three ways to form ethylraagnesium broiriide; 
1. i'lasiiesious bromide combined directly with an ethyl 
group from triethyl-lead with the formation of rery unstable 
diethyl-lead; the latter deccsaposed to give lead and triethyl-
lead and possibly tetraethyl-lead, 
2. The liagiaesious bromide mi^ t combine with triethyl-
leaS to give (triethyl-lead)-raagnoslum bromide which slotrly 
decomposes because of its unstable nature to give diethyl-
lead and ethylBiagnesiuni braaide. 
3. Ethyl bromide is formed and reacts with magnesium to 
give ethylFiagnesium bromide, 
(3S) GoEiberg and Bac!saann, J, -.-iisi. Chain. Soc.j 241 (1927), 
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Tlie fact tiiat triethi'l-load chloride and trietlxyi-tia 
chloride did not react witii inagiiesluiii lends support to tiie 
proposed role that tiie laagiieiiious bromide plays ia tliis 
reaction sine© mgaesiuia and a ague si um cbiloride do aot give 
magaesious ohloride (32)» 
In tliia CQimectioa te-traetliyl'-lead -«aa shovm aot to 
react with uiagaesluffi or 7/itli tiie system mgaeslua, aagnasiim 
broiaide to give etliylaagTieslum bromide. 
Preparation of grietii.yl~lead Bro^ mlda 
'Iliis oompouM feas been usually prepared by tlie lastliod of 
Grfittner and ICrause (33) ia wMeh a solution of tetraetiiyl-
lead at '-75^  is treatsd \ritla bromia,e« 
It lias been fouad that trietliyl-lead broaide may be pre­
pared ia as iiigh as 85^  yisld by treating tetraethyl in petrol-
eura other solution witli dry hydrogen broiaide, 'uTiea dry etlier 
is used as a solvent ths yield is 68.60fC bat the product is 
puror. This method of preparing triethyl-lead bromide is 
aaalogotts to that of Gilaaa and Eobinson for propariag tri-
©thyl-laad chlorids (34). 
tetraethyl'-'lead used ia this proparation ?ias obtained 
by slml'cing the ccXiiaereial product with ©quel ¥oluaies of 50/i 
sulfuric acid until the last acid layer is colorles-sj the 
{33} Gruttnor and Krause, B©r», 1413 (1916j . 
(34) Gilraan £;.ad Bobinson, J. -;ixa. Chem. Soc,, 3112 {1S29;, 
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teaperature tjas kept below 30®, It i,?as tfeen washed with lOf; 
sodium carbonate solution end finally 7/1 tli distilled water 
enfi drletl over oelcium ehlorids. "The dried tetraetfej-l-lead 
was thm. distilled under roduced pressure in an atmosphere 
of nitrogen. 
The hydrogen bromide was generated by adding bromine 
tTcm a 5© CO. dropping funnel into a 500 co. suction flesk 
eoRtalning; e. heavy paste of phosphorus,, water and sand, T&e 
suction flask was equipped with a two-hole stopper for the 
dropping funnel and for a glass tube leading to the top of 
tbe dropping funnel. The hydrogen bromide was passed through 
a purifying and drj^ ing train consisting of several glass 
tubes fl8" X S") containing phosphorus, naphthalene^  and 
calcium chloride, respectively. ®i© tubes containing phos­
phorus and naphthalene were made porous by sifting the 
reaf^ -:ent into tubes filled %fith glass wool. Kuiaex-ouB runs 
were made with ether es the solvent of tThich the • folloiring 
is tj^ pieal. 
Run 1. A solution of 84,S5 g. (0,075 mole) of purified 
tetraethyl-lead and SSO cc. of anhydrous ether was added to 
a 500 cc. Irlenmeyer flask previously swept out with dry 
nitrogen and cooled in an ice-salt mixture. IShe low tempera­
ture is not necessary?', but the yields ar-s sanie?i?hat better 
than at roois tempereture.) Dry hydrogen bromide was bubbled 
slowly throu^  this solution for an hour. A si»ll amount of 
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mitQj floccalQnt_ proQipitate appeared tofrard the sad of th® 
trsEtaant, togotlior witli saae granular diethyl-lead dibromide 
(33) • ather aolution was filtered from the latter and 
tils solYsnt reiiiovod either by suction or on a low teiiperatiire 
water bath, Ihe dry rsaidua of pure triethyl-lsad bromide 
® f 
msltsd at 105 aiid welided 3,9,20 g. which Is a 68.60^ yield. 
Aug B. Using petroleum ether as a solvent a solution of 
34,25 g. (0.075 laole of totraetliyl-lead in S30 co, of petrol-
eiuii ether (b, p. 40-60®) was treated with hydrogen bromide 
as in Bun, 1. Tri ethyl-lead bromide is insoluble in petroleum 
sther and precipitetsB iiaia ad lately. Hydrogen, bromide was 
passed through the solution for twenty lainutes and the tri-
ethy 1-1 ©ad bromide filtered off by suction# 'fhe filtrate 
\ras again treated with hydro£©ii bromide as before and a 
second crop of faatlierjr needles was obtained# The total 
yield was 25.7 g,, a, p. 101-4®, which is a 84,40jC yield. 
ii- third treato'Sit of the filtrate with hydrogen braaide 
yi elded 4 g. of a non-melting product. This is probably 
diethyl-lead dibroaide contaminated with load bromide. The 
preparation of di ethyl-lead dibrosiid® is described below. 
Heactioa of Tri ethyl-lead Bromide., lilthyl Bromoacetate and 
2.ino"copper Couple 
• t i W M O I I I  I I I  W B h i —  
.01 ether solution of 7.48 g. (y.0.8 mole) of ti'isthyl-
lead broHide and 3.54 g. (0.02 mole) of ethyl broaioacetate 
was stirred for six hours with 8 g. of zinc-copper couple; 
there was no apparent reaction or deposition <£ lead. 
— ©4 
Two graas of a noa-melting, ettier insoluble product 
contalniae lead was obtained fro® the reaeticm profitict 
besides 2 g. C26.50fS| of the original triethyl-leafl broaide. 
Mo prMiiet that lai^ t be an orgaiMslead ester was isolated. 
Beset loo of Trlette/l^ -leaa, Broai^ e^  Ctfeyl Br<aa.oaeetat© aa4 
In the first of the two rans WMGII were carried out, oa© 
eq,«iTal@nt of sodliom was used, but no eoipllng produst was 
iS'Olatsd., In the seeoad rua two equi^ alaats of sodiura were 
used and the results were as follows5 
A solutloa of 14.96 g» (0,04 mole) of triethyl-lead 
bromide, 7,08 g, C0»04 laol©) of ethyl broiaoaeetate .ajad l.,84 
g» {0.08 ato®) of sodliia was stirred intermittently for 
seventy hoars. Working up the ether solution yielded 6 g. 
C40.,00JB) ©f triethyl-l©ad bromide and 4 g» (56,50fS) of iia-
pare ethyl bromoasetat©. %is broim residue in the flasic 
was separated from uareaeted soiius and hydrolysed ?jith 
afflffionioia ehlorid© -solutioa^ . fwo grams of laaterial, insoluble 
la th@ aqueous solution ga^ e a good l^ d test and proved to 
be an InorganiQ lead salt» The ether extract of the \Tater 
solution yielded 1 g, of product melting at 110-35®. Becrys-
tallization did not give a sharper aeltine point. 
Heaotion of. Trlethyl*>lead Broaide. Benzene and iilumlauia 
Chloride 
A suspension of 30 g. (0..S25 aol©} of alufflinua chloride 
in 30 cc. of benzene was treated slowly with a eoncsntrated 
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solution of 14.96 g. (0»04 mole) of triethyl-lead broaid© in 
benKene. fiie solution was stirred for several iiours Mt no 
hydroeen ehloride was evolved. Hydrolysis with 100 ec. of 
water caused tlie evolution of hydrogen chloride however, 
WorklE.g up the reaction mixture yielded a mixture of inorg­
anic lead and Blaminma salts hut n© product which mi^ rt have 
hmtk triethyl-phsnyl-lead. Hone of the original triethyl-
lead bromide xfas recovered, 
Reaotion of friethyl'^ lsad Bromide T^ ith Magnesium* Formation 
of lthyliia.gxe.giuiii Bromid© and Triethvl-lead 
Preliminary experiments showed that tri@tliyl*l@ad t>rc»aid® 
reacted readily with mgiesim causing refluxing in much the 
sam© manner that the formation of a Grignard reagent doos. 
This reaotion was accompanied hy the deposition of lead and 
the solution beomae green in color. On standing for several 
days the reaction mixture gave a Grignard color tost and this 
?jas shown to be caused by ©thylmagaesium bromide which wa® 
identified as its propionanilide derivative. The solution 
was also found to contain considerable tetraethyl-'lead. 
Biat 1* Identification of fetraethyl-lead: A suspension 
@f S2,0 g, (0..059 molas) of triethyl-l©ad broaide, E50 oc. of 
ether was treated with 4.25 g. (0.177 mole) of magnesium and 
reaction and refluxing began at once. 1?h® reaction was 
stirred for twenty hours in a nitrogen atmosphere and th@ 
solution was a transparent green color and the raagneslum had 
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Ijeeoma ¥ery blaok, due to deposited Iced. 
'The solution was filtered from raagaesiaia and lead and 
tlie olaar filtrate soon becaae cloudy and d©T)osited a Ifirge 
aaouat of magiiesiuia broiaide, ihe filtrate stood for aoYeral 
weeks and deposited laor© lead -and /riagnesium broraide, I'h© 
sthar solution was decanted from these products and distilled 
off yielding a raddisli liquid wliicii was distillad at redaeed 
pressure. la this way there was ol5tained 5.5 g. (0.01? mole) 
of tstresthyl-load, b. p» 88-95® at 18-*S1 ima, Shis is a 
40.00JI yield assuming the following tranaformatioii ©f trl-
ethyl-lsad to tetraethyl-lead oitlier before or duriag dis-
tillatioa: 
4(CgH,)aFb > SCCsH6)4.Pb • Pb . VIII 
A petroleum ©th©r solution of 5 g. (0,0155 aole) of this 
tetraethyl-lead was treated with dry hydrogen hrcsaid© for ten 
lainutos. The insoluhle tristhyl-lead bromide mas filtered 
off and the filtrate again treated with hydrogen bromide for 
ten minutes.. Th© eombinsd portions of triethyl-lmd bromide, 
ia» p. 104-5®, weired 4 g. ^ hich was a 36.80^  yield. 
Bun 2. Identification of athylmagnesium Bromide; A 
solution of 16.S g. (0,0433 mole) of triethyl-lead broaide 
im 4S5 oc. of ether wcs treated with 4*32 g. (0.177 atcxu) 
of fine magnesium-Gopper alloy (S5). Reaction began at once 
(35) Giliaan. Peterson and Schulzo, Hac. traT. chim., 47.« 19 
(19E8). 
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and, it wes stirred at room tc n^iperaturs for tlires hours la a 
nitroson atmosphere, 'Ihere was no Grl£;nara eolor test so tiie 
reaction f/aa allowed to stand for ei{^ t days Wiien a color 
test %iras positi\''e;. It -ffas also i50sitlve after fi^ e days. A 
amall amount of black residue and sme white crysteis separa­
ted out on the walls of the flask at the surface of the ether. 
This transparent green solution {340 cc.) was treated 
with S,68 g. C0.0225 nolo) of phenyl isoeyai^ ate* Addition 
caused vigorous reaction and the reaction mixture was stirred 
for a short time and decaated from magaeslum. It was hydrol-
yzed with water and a great daal of lieat was evolved» The 
ether lajer was washed and dried ani yielded a crude solid» 
a. p. on distlllatioii of the solirent.: The product 
after digestion with petroleum ether irslghed 2.6 g. and save 
no lead test. It raeltsd at 104—6®* iifter crystalliz-ation 
from ether it laelted at 105-6®« lalxed melting point with 
authentic propionanilide Cm, p, 104-5®} melted at 104«5®, 
showing the product to be propioaanilida. 
The propionanilide must hare hsen producad "by the reac­
tion of phenyl isocyanate with ethjlmagnesima brcraias present 
in tha reaction mixture# 
Th& 2,6 g, of propionanlllde obtained representa an 
approximately 17.00^  yield of ethyliaagnesium hromlde based on 
the total number of moles C0,1S99} of ethyl groups present 
in the original tMethyl-lead bromide used. 
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In another run of magaf^ sium with trlsthyl-leafi brmld© 
the products thus obtainecl i^ ere treated with "benzopheiione 
"but the results were incoiiolusl?©. Bensophanone was reooir-
ered in 8S.42^ yield and a very small anount of profluct 
iRoltinc i'?itli deeonposition at 130-47® that could not "be 
purified isras ohtslaed. Ho pure "beiizopinacol was Isolated 
altliouf^  this prodtict should result from the reaction of 
bensophenone with tfes si'-stem aaemesium, mafpiiesiam bromide, 
(fhis systeja should be pressnt in the reaetioc nixttire unless 
it is tied up as a cosplex or as (Cails) aPh-lfigBr . 
When tetraethyl-lead was treated with magnesium and also 
with riiagnesiura and raagnesiiua brcsaide these reactions gave no 
color test for a Grignard reagent.. Shis shows that the fona-
ation of ethylmagnesium is not occasioned hy the tetraethyl-
lead nfhieh is also a product of the reaction of magnesium on 
tri ethyl-1ead broai de. 
Tri®thyl-tin Chloride and Magneslam 
A solutitm of triethyl-tin chloride and 200 ee. of ether 
was trssted ?/i& 3»6 g. (0.15 atom) of magnesiujn* The reac-* 
tion mixtura n&s stirred and refluxed inter/aitteatly for a 
total of eighteen hours and stood without stirring for 
sixty-six hours. Frequent eolor tests for G-rigiard reegsnt 
were made but none was found present# 
The magnesium did not appear to have reacted but the 
solution -tiiich was colorless in the beginning heoaiie faintly 
green in oolor. 
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'lliis result lends furtiisr support to the idea that, In 
the amlogous reaction ?rtth triethyl-lsad bromiae, It is the 
MgBr croup which reacts with trlphenyl-lead to glire ©thj'l-
actgrieslum bromide since the -MgCl group does not fora in 
ether solution beeauss of the insolubility of a8.gD,esiuii 
ehloride in this solvent (32), 
B.®action of Trlpheiiyl-lead Ohloride ^ flth Mamesloa aM ^ thyl 
Bromoaoetats' 
An ether-benzene suspension of 150 c©. of solTont aM 
23;7' g, (0,05 laol©) of triphenyl-lead chloride (36) and 8,5 
g. (0,05 raole) of ethyl bromoaoetate was heated and stirred 
with g.4 g. (0,1 atom) of magnesisnii turnings for six aad one-
half hours when a reaetioa begaa.. The reaetioa proceeded by 
itself for thirty minutss and then it was again heated and 
stirred for thrs® mors hours, •%© solution beeaiae gr@©a and 
the magaesium blaek during reaction but did not give a 
Gs-ignard color tsst-» 
"The reactioa products on. wcxrkiac up yielded 3«5 g, or 
lS.605?i of pure tetraphenyl-lead (mizecl melting point), 9 g, 
of inorganic salts and about 10 g. of product softening at 
150® asd molting from 170-80®, This proved to be a laixtur© 
of trlphonyl-lead broraide and chloride. Ho other product 
was obtsiRod and apparently all the ethyl braaoaeetate had 
(S6) Gllman and Bobinson, J. Am, Ohen» Soc,,. 3112 (1929). 
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been decomposed. 
2h0 tstraphenyl-lead was probably tormeA by the dsccsa-
positioa of tripbenyl-lead forsed in ths rsactioa and tri-
plienyl^ lead bromide would result from the reaction c£ 
magnesium bromide oa tri phenyl-lead chloride. 
Reaction of Trlphenyl"lead Chloilde, Ethyl Ohloroaoetate and 
Magaeslma 
Sie remction of 23»7 g« C0«05 mole) of tripheayl-leacl 
chloriie and 8,4 g, CO-07 mole) of ethyl ©hloroaeetete in a 
toluene-ether niisture with 3.,65 g# (0,15 atom) of laagnesiuffl 
turnings for tifenty hours ?^ ith stirring m& heatiag gave no 
iadieatioa of the formation of an orgaaoleafi ester, Th© 
solution beoarae .green anfl lea4 was deposited after heating 
for thirteen hours| until then no apparent reaction took plac©. 
fh© only products isolated from the reaction \fore un­
changed triph aiyl-^ lead chloride and a toluene insoluble 
product containing inorganic lead# Ho ehloroaeetate was 
recoTared.^  
ggactlon of yripheayl-lead Chloride^  Chlorobengene and Sodium. 
Preparation of i^ traphenyl-leed 
A solution of 14,SS g. (0,03 aole) of triphenyl^ lead 
chloride, 3,39 g. (0,03 mole) of ©hlorobenzene and 100 cc, 
of benzen© was treated with 1.3S g. (0.06 atcm) of sodium. 
Th@ reactants stood together for fif© tJeeks f/ith occasional 
shaking# fh© reaction mixture was treated with 100 ec, of 
alcohol to destroy excess aodiua and the solvents were 
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removed fron a water batli, 
ihe resid,ue ?ieighlng 17 g., softening at 195° and deecaa-
IJosing at 223®, was Qrystaliizsd froa 400 cc, of aleoliol. A 
residue, insoluble in the alcohol, was crystallisad trm. 
benzene, yielding 3,5 g. (22.58jS) of t3traph«yl-lea<l» Two 
and slx*t©atlis grams of sodiiaia c&loride insoluble in benzene 
were also obtained. 
'Hi® alcohol solution yielded 10 g, of crude triplianyl-
iead ohloride wMeSi melted iritli deecmposition at 200®, 
Further reorystallizatioa did not incroase the puxity of the 
trlpiieayl-lead cliloride, 
Tiiero was no apparent deposition of lead either before 
or during the workiag up of th« rsactioiij, so it raust bs 
assumed that a oo-upling reactioa took plaee rather than a 
eoiiTersion of triphaiyl«lead to tetrapheayl-le ad» FurtlBr-
more, if tiie latter was the oas©, there should have bseii 
evidaac© of trlpheayl-lead (deecaaposes ISS©} slac© tripheayl* 
lead does not ordinarily @3 oTer to tetraphenyl-lead uader 
those conditions (31). 
Preparation of Trl phenyl-lead Brcaiide 
Trtph@n.yl-*JL©ad broaide was prepared in 58-60/1 yield by 
treating tetraphenyl-lead with dry hydrogen bromid© In 
chloroform solution. The yiaM eosild be eoasiderably improved 
by treating with hydrogen broiaide until moro dipheayl-lead 
dibroatd© formed, %ls is analogous to the method described 
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hy and Robinson (36) for trlpliaayl-leail chlorid®. 
« solution of 51.5 g, (0.1 raole] of tetrapiieayl-lead 
and 750 cc. of dry cliloroforia heated aliaost to boiling was 
treated for forty-fiYs minutes ivitli dry hydroeen broraid©. 
{The hydrogen bromide was prepared as in the preparation of 
trietiiyl-leacl bromide ahovel. The solution was filtered 
from 0 trace of silky precipitate of dipiienyl-lead dibrcsaid© 
and the chlorofora distilled from a water bath. The residue 
of triphenyl-lead bromide and unreacted tetraphenyl-lead was 
extracted with two SOO cc« portions of hot alcoliol. in­
soluble residue, tetrapbenyl-lead, weiglied 14 g. C27.S0/S 
recovery) and raelted at 227°, The alcohol solution ylBlded 
on cooline and partially distilling, 30 g. (58^ ) of tri-
phenyl-iead broiaide, p. 16&-»8®, 
Another one mole run yielded 60yl of tripiienji-lead 
broffiids. 
&e9.ctlon of friphenyl"lead Broaide, isthyl Bromoaeetate and 
Magnesium 
A solution of 35.9 g. (0»05 mole) of triphenyl-load 
bromid© and 8,5 g# (0.05 raole) of ethyl brcsaoaeetat© was 
heated for a short time with 2,4 g. (0.1 atom) of Magnssima 
turnings. Reaction began in a few minutes and continued for 
thirty rainatas| it was then rafluzed for three hours. The 
only products isolated froia this run were unused :>';,onl-
lea-d broiaidos tetraphonyl-lead and inorganic salt®. 
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Freparation of Some SyraiaQtrioal and Pns^ /gaaetrieal 
Organolead Compoujids 
i)i30:ussloa 
Siis mechanism involved in tlia formation, of syssaetricai 
tetravalent orgenolead compounds presents an intorssting and 
at the sar?ie time perplexing problem. 
A oousiderotlon of this mechanism involves many factors, 
to raentioa only a few of the more important the followiag 
will be dealt vath, 
1* 'The rsl&tiva negative or positive nature of the four 
lead valenaes in their organic linkages. 
S, The relative negativity of the organic groups attached 
to tile lead atom. 
3. The tendency of divalent and trivalent compounds to 
assume a higher, iiiore stable valence configuration. 
4. The influence of the relative strength of lead-lead 
and lead-carbon linkages and the effect of steric hindrance, 
5. ITie effect th^ -t differen-t isotopes of le&d raay have 
on the formation of organolead compounds. 
The amphoteric nature of the lead atom is well illustrated 
in tile type of compounds it foiniis. V/ith electronegative 
elements such as chlorine it forms a typically inorganic, 
stable dichloride and a less stable tetrachloride, ViTien 
metallic lead is treated in liquid aitjiaonia with the electro­
positive elei.ient, sodium, it forras the ccmpound Ma^ Pbg #1 ich 
is a true salt or electrolyte (37); in tlie first case lead 
functions aa a i^ositive olemont and in tlia latter as a 
negative element, 
ConsidQring t!ia uaaal raeth ods oi' preparing conixjounds in 
which lead is attacharl to organic groups It r-iight be assvmied 
that it functions as a negative rather than a positive 
el ©blent in these cojapounds, • • 
The first method used in preparing syi-ametrioal organoiead 
compounds involved tke reaction of an orga:aic halida xfith 
aodiuFi-lead alloy (38). If it is assurasd that lead functions 
negatively in such an alloy, and that the reaction proceeds 
by a coupling of the positiTe sodium VTith the negative 
halogen, then the resulting linkage of the organic radicals 
to the lead atom should not change its negative state. .Uvea 
thou£iii the fOKaation of organosodium coapounds (39) is 
postulated in this reaction, ttiere is no reason for helieving 
that the now relatively negative organic radical should 
tnfluenoe greatly the already negative lead atom. 
The reaction of sodiuia-load alloy on organic halides 
in the preparation of syiaiaetrical lead compounds may he written^  
4HX •t iia4A'b —^  H^ irh 4i{a^ v ... IX 
3?) Kraus, O.A, , Srans. ^ aa. lilectrochem. 3oc., 175 (1924). 
38) LSwig, J. pralct. ch«an», 60. 304 (1653). 
(39) fhe reaction of an organosodium compound on metallic lead 
or a sodium-lead alloy has not been studieKi but it should 
settle the question as to liihether the prepar^ i^tion of 
organolead compounds hy this K-ethod involves the forma­
tion of an orgenosodiuia compound. ,.i 
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Further evidence that this reaction Involves lead in the 
electronegative state is the apparent necessity of having 
a compound present with the organic lialide and sodium-lead 
alloy that will furnish hydro^ e^n (40, 41). More convincing 
still is the preparation of oreanolead ccjapounds by electrol­
ysis at a lead cathodej here the lend is associated with 
the'negative charge and combines with positive groups (42). 
The more common method of preparing syanaetrical. organo-
lea,d compounds by the reaction of the Grignard reagent on 
pluittbous helides \fould indicate that the lead atom is perhaps 
positive (43). The final results of this reaction are 
usually written as follows, 
4HMgA. + aPbXg > Pb + R«i'b + 4MgAa i 
although the reaction probably proceeds in two or more steps 
ac folloT^ s: 
Pb<^ i.8 RflPb *^-1 
3Rgi>b > HjPb-PbHg + Pb .............. ill 
giijjPb > H^ Pb Pb ....... .XIII 
gHsPb-PbRg  ^SR^ Pb + Pb 
(40) Polis, Ber., 20, 716 3331 (1887); 21, 3425 (1888); 
Ghira, Gazz. chiia, ital., I, 4S (1894), 
(41) Gen. Motors Research Corp., Brit, pat., 216,083. 
(42) Tafel, Ber., S9, 36S6 (1907); M, 323, 337 (1911). 
(43) Pfeiffcr and Tmskier, Ber., 57, 11S5 (1904). 
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If Reaction XI is assuiaed to tje correct, the divalent 
lead atom in an HaPb compound should bcs positive siace it 
is furnished hy a salt in which lead is positive. "Then in 
Heaction AII one of the three lead atoms is reduced frora a 
positive valence of two to zero valence as it loses its two 
organic radicals ??hile the lead atoras in the other tt?o RsPb 
molecules are oxidized to a hi^ er valence as they corabine 
?ath the radicals coning, from the first lead atom. 
Regardless of ¥/hether the lead atora is pOiBiti\''e or 
negative in divalent conpounda their tendency to go to 
compounds of higher valence by inter-iaolecular oxidation and 
reduction is spontaneous and rapid. 
In unsyrametrical lead compounds such as and 
RsPbil it is quite likely that all of the valencies are not 
exactly the sainej cleavage and other reactions indicate this 
difference. Jones and •.lerner have also shown that the four 
valencies of le8.d in tetra-ethyl- and tetraxiethyl-leiid are 
not alike because heating with acetic acid gives ethane and 
alcohol or ester (44). 
The influence of different groux)S on syrametrical organo-
lead comrjounds is pronounced, Tetraphenyl-lead is a rela­
tively stable compound distilling unchanged under reduced 
pressure at 240® (45). Tetraethyl lead is more sensitive to 
(44) Jones and ;iemer, J. iira, Chan. 3oc.j 1S57 (1918). 
(45) Ziechmeister and Csaby, Ber., 1617 i 1927J. 
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heat and -while it can 1)13 distilled in vacuiio there is con­
siderable tendency to rlecorapose. Tetrabenzyl-lead (46) and 
tetranaphthyl-lead have never been prepared in the pure state. 
Krause and coworkers have prepared nunierous triaryl-lead 
compounds and in very small yields sone deep red diaryl-lead 
compounds {31, 47, 48). The trieryl-lead compounds were 
shown to be converted into tetraaryl-Ieed compounds by heat­
ing alone or in solvents. Heating diphenyl-load caused 
heteroesnaous decomposit ion but -^ 'arming x¥ith phenylma,enesiiEi 
bgonide gave triphenyl-lead almost quantitatively according 
to Reaction XII. 
Vs'hen triaryl-lead compounds were treated with bromine 
in pyridine at low teiai^ erature the corresponding triaryl-lead 
bromide naa obtained except in the ease of tri-p-tolyl-lead 
(31). In this case di-p-tolyl-lead dibromide, ifhich deccra-
posed readily, and tetra-p-tolyl-lead were obtained indicat­
ing the following equibriumJ 
2(GH3G6H^ )3Pb  ^(CHsC^ H^ jsPb + {CEsO^B^) . . . , 
This tondency of di- and trivalent lead coapounds to go 
to fi higher valence seems to be general except in cases m^ here 
steric hindrance may exert an influence, llius tri-o-tolyl-
lead is not converted by heating into tetra-o-tolyX-lead as 
(45) Krause and SchlBttig, Bsr., 63, 1381 (1930). 
(47) iCrause, Ber,, 2060 (1921X7 
(48) Krause and Schraitz, Ber., 2165 (1919). 
are other triaryl-leed corapounds, prssmnably iDecause of the 
steric infltierice of methyl groups close to ths lead atora. 
'riie only liethofl of preparing tetra-o-tolyl-lead Is to convert 
tri-o-tolyl-lead to the broraid© and to treat this compound 
with o-tolylraagEQSium bromide* 
It has been sucgested that the erratic yields of di-
phenyl-lead raay be due to different isotopes of lead present 
in samples of lead chloride frora different sources (31). 
Attempts have been made to separate the isotopes of 
lead by treating lead chloride with phenylaagnasium bromide 
and recovering the lead from the tetraphenyl-lead so formed 
(49), Tlie basis of this inethod is the greater reactivit;/ of 
lead chloride eontaiiiine certain isotopes. The results, 
hov.?ever, have not been particularly significant. 
Tetraphenyl-lead prepared by laeans of the Gri{piard 
rea^ :;:ent on lead chloride has given about a 50;-a iriold cal­
culated on the basis that one-half of the leeid chloride goes 
to form tetraphenyl-lead (50), Since fairly large quantities 
of tetraphenyl-lead were needed in these studies, each run 
was worked up with extreme care in order to determine vAiat 
becaiPiS of the other 50vy of product theoretically possible. 
It was found that the concentrated benzene-ether mother 
liquor remaining after all the tetraphenyl-lead had been 
reraoved contained a r'elatively large amount of a very soluble 
(49) Hofiaann and sVBlf 1, Ber., 2425 (1907), 
(50) Gilraan and fiobinson, J. --aa. Cheo. 3oc,, S315 (1927). 
mixture of diphenyl, triphenyl-lead bromide and tetraplienyl-
lead, whether the triplienyl-lead broiidde was originally 
present as sucli or wiiethsr triplieiiyl-lead, pressat in tlieae 
residues, is converted by luagnesiuEi bronide or some other 
product to triphoayl-lead broiuide is not known. It is 
believed, hov/ever, that triphenyl-lead broEiide was originally 
present since several runs in which more,lead chloride was 
used gave larger yields of trlpiienyl-lead broraide. 
Srau&e and i^chl6ttig have vjoriced up similar residues 
by treating with alkali and then with hydrochloric acid to 
obtain triphenyl-lead chloride but they do not give the 
yields of tatraphenyl-1ead or triphenyl-lead chloride 151). 
By recovering all the products of this reaction the 
yield of tetraphenyl-leed has been increased to 61.75?- and 
5.94^3 of triphenyl-lead bromide together with 6,00>;> of di-
phenyl was obtained. Ihis is a total of 67• 69;o of phenyl-
lead products. 
-f-s high as 85^ of phenyl-lead products have sine© been 
obtained by others (52). 
Preparation of Tetraphenyl-lead (50) 
Two identical 1,5 mole runs of phenylmagnesium bromide 
were made in 500 cc. of ether and to each isas added 1200 cc, 
of dry benzene and 161 g. (0.65 mole) of finely pulverized 
(51) Krause and i>chl5ttie, Ber., 56^  427 (1925). 
(52) Gllraan and cietzer, Unpublished vmrk. 
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dry lead chloride. The lead, chloride was added in seTeral 
portions quite rapidly. The reaction mixture ?,'as refluxsd 
quite vigorously for eight hours. 
Hydrolysis vma effected by pouring each reaction iiizture 
when cold into a solution of 500 cc. of water, 500 g, of ice 
and 130 cc, of concentrated hydrochloric acid, -ifter stand­
ing scxae time the hydrolyzed product was filtered by suction. 
The residue consisted of tetraphenyl-lead and lead and when 
dr:/ the combined residues frora both runs were extracted with 
several portions of hot benzene. The hot benzene solutions 
yielded on cooling 193 g, of tetraphenyl-load, ra. p. 227**. 
Ihis amount together with 14 g. obtained from the mother 
liquors below represents a 61.75}'b yield. 
Ilie original benzene-ether layer and the benzene used 
to crystallize the tetraphenyl-lead were evaporated to dryness 
and the solid product was digested with 400 cc, of alcohol. 
The insoluble portion {17 g,} gave 14 g, of tetraphenyl when 
crystallized from benzene. 
The alcohol solution was evaporated to dryness yielding 
67 g, of x^ roduct which melted at 100-30°. This product was 
steam distilled and the distillate yielded 18 g, or 8.00/J 
of pure diphenyl. 
The residue not steam distilling was dried and extracted 
with ether yielding 20 g, of triphenyl-lead broraide, ra, p, 
162-5°, soft 159®, This is a 5.94jS yield of triphenyl-lead 
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bronida. Crystallization f:r'ora ather-bsnzene gave 7,5 g. of 
product, i3» p. 174-5°. k raized melting point with authsntic 
triphonyl-load. bromide (m. p. 166®) molted at 168-9® showing 
the product to be triphenyl-lead bronid©. The bensone-other 
Mother liquors yielded 12 s» of triphanyl-lead broi-iida, la. 
p, 162-3°. 
Tlie total yield of phsiiyl-lead caiiipounds waa 57.59;-, 
i?reT>aration of feiphenyl-p-aalayl-lead 
irlphenyl-p"anisyl-lsad vas nado Troja p-anlsyllithiua 
and triphsnyl-lGad chloride as follows; 
iOi othor-bsnzeris solution of 0,OB mole of p-eniayl-
lithium (53] was ixdded from a dropping funnel to an ether 
suspension of 18.95 g. (0,04 mole) of triphenyl-lead chloride, 
ricfluzine occurred and the solution was stirred and refluxed 
thirty minutes after reaction ceased. There was excess 
lithium compound at the end. 
Hydrolysis of tlie reaction mixture with iced araaonium 
chloride yielded 10,4 g. (55.40^ )^ of insoluble, crude 
triphenyl-p-anisyl-lead, m. p. 146-50°. Hecrystallization 
froia alcohol ga¥8 a constant melting product, m. p. 15S° 
with aoiiie decoraposition, 
i-iecrystallization of the product above gave 1 g. of 
tetraphenyl-lead and the ether-benzene solution yis-ldod 9.5 g. 
(53) GllKian, ^ -^.oellner and Selby, Oheia. 'joc.., 1957 
(1932). (fhe reagent used in this run was made by is!. A. 
-^ oellner). 
of very crude triphenyl-p-anisyl-lead, p. 130-50®« He-
crystallisation did net CQiaplately purify this product, 
iriplien^ 'l-p-aaisyl-lead raelts with some deccaapositi on a 
152® aiid crystallizes ?/ell from alcoliol. 
.^iial. Calcd. ior OsgEgaCPb: Pb, 38»0Cji^ i, i'oiind; 
cy ry i*i o J--vj ^ O '"'V'.' '  
m CU-iQ. OO # O »• 
rreparation of Dletliyl-lead .Jibroidide 
Piethyl-leud dibroiuiae is quits unstable losing its 
orsanic conatitueiits ratlisr readily (54}. It ¥/as found tliat 
fairly pure dietiiyl-iead dibroaide could be prepared in the 
-sl solution of 24.25 g. (0..075 mole) of featraetkyl-lead 
in 300 ec. of ordinary etliar was wariaed under reflux as dry 
hydrogen bromide v;as passed into "she solution for oxie-iiali 
hour^  ilie soluticu vaas filtered by suction from 
iusoluble product and in a few lainutes tiie filtrate suddenly 
deposit £l i.iivl-33 O™ low crystals. When dsy they weighed 
24 g. vmich is a 75^ C yield. 
•j^ ricil. 'Jalcci# for r'bj, Br^  «37.b»5/-^ . 
Found; Pb, 49.19 and 49.16^ ; 3r, 38.41 and 33.42)^ . 
{54} Grfittner and Krause, Ber., 49» 1415 (1916). 
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'•y. •• • I ' j  'KJ' O Ulvil'.'ii Ssit X 
Several attempts to introduce water soluble functional 
groups into organoload coinpounds for the purpose of preparing 
compounds adaptable to cancer therapy have shown little 
success. 
3orae new coraalex salts of benzeuediazoiilura chloride and 
p-tolyldiazoniim chloride with lead chloride have been pre­
pared, but tref:ti';ient of these complexes with copper-bronze did 
not form the expected organolead compounds. Neither did the 
corriplex salt of lead tetrachloride ?/lth benzenediazonium 
chloride form an organolead coripound when treated v?ith copper-
bronze . 
Numerous coupling reactions of orfxtnolead halides vath 
alpha-halogen esters using sodium and maenesiura as coupling 
agents have been ccrried out. In no case ?ms an organolead 
ester obtained but sodium caused tho coupling of triphenyl-
lead chloride and clilorobenzene to foria tetraphenyl-lead. 
The reaction of xaacnesium on triethyl-lead bromide in 
which ethylrviagnesiuia broaide and t etraethyl-lead are foziaed 
has been carried out. 
Improved yields of tetraphaiyl-lead have been obtained 
in the reaction of le^ ad chloride with phenylma£:nesiurtt broraide 
and the jaechanisia of this reaction is discussed. The pre-
partition of triphenyl-p-anisyl-lead is described. 
